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F

ounded in 1977, DAWNCHEM, Inc., of
Cleveland, OH, is a full-service janitorial/
sanitation distributor, serving northern
Ohio and beyond. The company also operates a
large and robust equipment service department.

“One of our claims
to fame has been
education and
training. We feel an
educated customer
is our best ally.
It helps us to get
a leg up, and
separates us from
our competitors.”
— Founder/President
Ed Rossi

DAWNCHEM
A One-Man Band
Becomes
An Orchestra
By Rick Mullen
MSN Associate Editor
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“Initially the goal was to sell retail,” said DAWNCHEM
founder/President Ed Rossi, during a recent interview with
Maintenance Sales News at the company’s main facility in
Cleveland. “I had an idea from a friend that we could mix
some basic chemical products to sell door-to-door to stores
and established supply houses. We also supplied bulk powdered products to local households.”
The young company operated with one van, one warehouse employee and a part-time secretary. During the early
going, there was much trial and error in trying to mix formulas that worked well.
“We improved the formulas and began selling to car
washes and wholesalers,” Rossi said. “We were making
basic products, such as floor stripper, etc. We would sell during the day and come back at night and whip up more product. The next day, we would make deliveries, and continue
the cycle. Fortunately, I was too stupid to quit. It was a couple of years of learning. I lived at home, which helped. I didn’t need a whole lot of money to survive.
“Business evolved to the point where we were selling to
more wholesalers, such as bar supply houses. They bought
more quantity and had their own private labels. I would whip
up 15 or 20 pails for them.”
The company’s evolution to a full-blown jan/san business
began when Rossi looked to expand his initial customer base
to include building service contractors.
“We started sending out mailers — back in the day you
sent out lots of mailers,” Rossi said. “Pretty soon somebody
asked, ‘Can you get some toilet paper?’ I said, ‘I think we
can get a case or two.’ So, we started selling toilet paper and
then somebody asked, ‘Can you get a bucket and mop right
now?’ I said, ‘I can get those.’”
The company continued to grow to where it needed a fulltime secretary, someone to help with deliveries and a salesperson. Eventually, mixing chemicals went by the wayside
as distributing jan/san products became DAWNCHEM’s primary business.
“Today, we are a full service jan/san house,” Rossi said.
“DAWNCHEM distributes all the major lines of paper products, liner bags, chemicals, equipment, hardware, etc., including laundry and warewashing products. We also operate
probably the largest equipment service in northern Ohio.”
In addition, DAWNCHEM emphasizes education, offering a custodial training program in partnership with a local
college, as well as multiple training sessions on a variety of
topics throughout the year.
“We have been very successful selling in the healthcare
and education segments, which have been our big spearheads,” Rossi said. “We also do well in the government and
building service contractor channels. We try to focus on
what works best for us. We are the kind of company that
likes to offer a one-stop shop experience for customers.
“Rather than just cherry picking items, we like to provide
the type of service where we can say to customers, ‘Our reps
can come in and show where we can save some money for
your healthcare, school or nursing home facility.’ I think this
has been very successful.”
Rossi explained that people have a lot of things to be concerned
about when it comes to their facilities, including worrying about
roofs, furnaces, employees, etc. Services that DAWNCHEM offers can help make life a little easier for customers.
“DAWNCHEM’s reps can help simplify customers’
lives,” Rossi said, “We can save them money, train their employees and make sure they are buying the right product at
the right price. This just takes that burden off them and helps
customers to stand out from their competitors.”
As calendar year 2017 is into the fourth quarter,
DAWNCHEM is riding the wave of a prosperous summer
season.
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“We had a strong summer due to our focus on the education market,” Rossi reported. “We are gearing up for the winter season with seasonal products such as ice melter, matting,
ice melt removers and an increase in equipment repair and
maintenance. We recently secured a large contract to supply
ice melter to many downtown lots.”
Rossi attributes much of the successful summer to the
company’s dedicated employees.
“We have great employees who work here and that is what
it is all about,” he said. “They have been really great, and
without them everybody goes home. All our employees
work hard to do a good job. We are in the helping business. People come to us with problems, such as issues
with their floors or carpets or whatever. If we can solve
their problems, that makes us feel a little bit better at the
end of the day.”
Projecting into 2018, Rossi said DAWNCHEM is looking
to maintain its current customer base and grow with new cus-

tomers and products. Furthermore, increasing the use of online
ordering and better inventory management will all play a pivotal role in maintaining and increasing sales and profitability.
OFFERING A HELPING HAND

O

n Friday, August 25, Hurricane Harvey slammed
into the Texas Gulf Coast as a Category 4 storm —
and then it stalled. For the next several days, the
storm would drop unprecedented amounts of rain as it meandered over eastern Texas, causing catastrophic flooding.
According to news reports, on August 30, a rain gauge
near Cedar Bayou, TX, measured 51.88 inches of rainfall,
breaking the record for the continental United States set in
1978. Some climatologists called Harvey the worst rainfall
event in the country’s history. In the end, more than 200,000
homes had been damaged by flooding in the region and 77
people lost their lives.

Have a pint on us!

Let us create your own brew

Over the years, as a part of its corporate culture,
DAWNCHEM has not shied away from offering a helping
hand. In the aftermath of Harvey, people in its path were
hurting, and Rossi and his employees acted.
“We have been a partner with the Greater Cleveland Food
Bank for many years,” Rossi said. “They were conducting a
massive collection of food, paper and miscellaneous products to distribute to those affected by the ravages of Hurricane Harvey. We helped them kick-start this effort with a
shipment of six pallets of jan/san products, such as toilet tissue, hand sanitizers, liner bags and various chemicals, valued at $13,000.
“We said, let’s see if we can roll up our sleeves and do
something. So, we went to the warehouse and started picking products — basic things people would probably need
under the circumstances. We dropped them off and the food
bank folks were very grateful. Our effort wasn’t going to
solve the world’s problems, but every little bit helps. We
hope if anything happens in Cleveland, folks would do
the same thing.
“We have always been a company that has tried
to give back. I have been very fortunate and our
company has been fortunate, so anything that we
can do to help, we do.
“Over the years, we have sponsored events for local
police and fire departments, Wounded Warrior Project,
Hospice of Northeast Ohio, plus dozens of other
worthwhile charities. We feel it is our obligation to assist our local community. We make our living here.”
On September 20, Hurricane Maria made landfall
on Puerto Rico, devastating the island. Today, Puerto
Rico remains in crisis. The island, as a result of the
amount of damage to homes and infrastructure, is
struggling to recover.
As with Hurricane Harvey, DAWNCHEM is ready
and willing to help.
“We just had a meeting about this last week. They
have a bunch of stuff at the I-X Center (a convention
and exhibition hall located in Cleveland) for Puerto
Rico, but the biggest challenge is logistics,” Rossi said.
“The food bank had channels set to move items in and
out. We are trying to find the right venue to send items
to Puerto Rico and actually make sure they get there
and do not end up sitting in a warehouse. We have
products we would be happy to share with the people
in Puerto Rico.”
DC CUSTODIAL COLLEGE

W
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hen DAWNCHEM surveyed dozens of
housekeeping managers and business
owners, over a six-month period, the majority said the time allotted for training a new employee, or re-training a current employee, was almost
non-existent. In addition, the turnover rate in the cleaning industry added an additional burden.
Furthermore, 68 percent of facility owners and managers surveyed felt they were not in compliance with
OSHA’s Right to Know, and more than half had never
heard of bloodborne pathogens.
According to DAWNCHEM, people surveyed
asked for the following:
n A program to send their employees to for training
when needed;
n A program that helps explain the regulatory requirements of the cleaning industry;
n A program that is not going to break budgets;
n A program that will help motivate employees;
and,
n A program that is flexible.
DAWNCHEM took the surveyed companies’ concerns to heart. Designed exclusively for the housekeeper, the distributorship’s DC Custodial College
meets the above needs and more, according to the
company.
Major benefits of DC Custodial College touted by
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Tony Mercuri
General Manager

Marianne Forrai
Customer Service

Kristy Elsing
Customer Service

Meghan Hammond
Customer Service

Don Clark
Driver

Bob Mercuri
Sales Manager

Brian Benson
Sales Manager

DAWNCHEM include:
n Increases worker competency;
n Increases worker safety;
n Reduces liability costs;
n Delivers the lowest total cost program;
n Increases customer satisfaction;
n Increases service efficiency;
n Increases account appearance; and,
n Improves product performance.
“We started DC Custodial College 16 years ago, in cooperation with Lakeland Community College, located in
Kirtland (OH),” Rossi said. “It is CEU (continuing education unit) accredited. The college is a nice way to get
customers and prospects into our place for education and
get them up to speed. At the completion of the two-day
training, participants earn 1.5 CEUs from Lakeland College, as well as a Certificate of Accomplishment from
DAWNCHEM, giving them a sense of pride and accomplishment, as well as more credibility back at their jobs.
“Furthermore, the college takes some of the pressure
off local schools, nursing homes and healthcare facilities
when it comes to training their staffs.”
According to DAWNCHEM, the course’s features include:
n Explanation of regulatory industry requirements;
n Focus on competence and safety;
n Motivation and productivity;
n Affordable and effective training;
n Outgoing and continuing education; and
n Flexibility and specialty programs.
Rossi said some people have noted they are graduates
of DC Custodial College on their resumes, which has
given them an advantage when seeking employment.
“To them it means a lot. They spent a couple of days
here and learned basic stuff and they got credit for completing the course,” Rossi said. “An employer might say,
‘This person took some initiative and spent some time and
money. He/she has got a little more to offer than the average worker.’”
DC Custodial College is not the only training program offered by DAWNCHEM. During the summer,
when school is out, the distributorship conducts training
for custodial staffs of its school customers who wish to
participate.
“It is always a good idea to keep custodians up to date,”

Nick Oddo
Service Specialist

Chuck David
Service Specialist
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Janine Thomas
Operations Manager

Chris Osborne
Showroom

Rossi said. “We try to do that on a regular basis.”
Throughout the year, DAWNCHEM conducts training
sessions on various topics in its 1,000-square-foot training
center. The training center is also where DC Custodial
College is conducted. The training area is set up to give
hands-on and classroom instruction in hard floor and carpet care. There is a demonstration restroom and video library. Visual aids are also available.
DAWNCHEM is also able to take training on the road
to a customer’s facility.
“It depends on a customer’s schedule and flexibility,”
Rossi said. “We have invited customers to bring a busload
of people in here or, if they can’t, depending on their time
schedule, we will take a few folks and conduct training at
their facilities.
“It is easier at our facility because we have all the stuff
here. Plus, it is nice because you take them out of their
environment and put them into another facility. If nothing else, when they come into our building they can
‘touchy/feely’ things. We are not a catalog house. The
items we sell are on display. A person who is here for
training might say, ‘I’ve never seen this item,’ or ‘What do
you have?’ So, it can be a nice hands-on experience for
people.”
Many building service contractors’ cleaning staffs work
second and third shifts. For those customers,
DAWNCHEM is willing and able to conduct training at
their facilities no matter the time.
“We are 24/7,” Rossi said. “Recently, we had two of
our people conduct training at a local college at 2 a.m. If
a customer wants training on the third shift, we will be
there. That is our bread and butter.
“It is important to train and keep cleaning staffs up to
speed. They are typically entry-level employees and they
appreciate if somebody takes the time and energy to show
them how to do something the right way. People have a
lot of integrity. They want to do their jobs correctly,
and if you can show them a better way that is simpler
and faster, they are appreciative.
“We try to keep people feeling good about themselves.
When we do our programs, we pass out hats, shirts and
other items, which is another gesture our customers appreciate.
“One of our claims to fame has been education and
training. We feel an educated customer is our best ally.

Marty Hulin
Service Technician

Nick Troha
Service Technician

Daniel Hunt
Showroom

Dave Vranic
Warehouse Manager

Vince Valente
Purchasing

Aryn Drozd
Warehouse

Austin Sroka
Service Technician

It helps us to get a leg up, and separates us from our competitors.”
DAWNCHEM has also expanded its service department
over the years, which has enabled the company’s technicians
to conduct basic service training for customers.
“It is not ‘full blown’ training, but we do offer basic instruction on servicing such items as vacuum cleaners and

“We are trying to be very proactive. We don’t want
equipment to break down. As a result, preventive maintenance programs are becoming more of a push.”
DAWNCHEM’s evaluation and preventive maintenance
efforts also include its customers’ laundry and warewashing
equipment.
The company employs four on-the-road technicians, as

ment, and it was just a natural transition to start servicing it,
as well.”
For customers who may not be able to fit the expense of
purchasing floor equipment into their budgets,
DAWNCHEM can help.
“We have a rental fleet that’s is a big part of our business,” Rossi said. “We rent and we lease equipment, because some people just don’t have the funding. If a
customer can get into a new machine for X amount of dollars
a month, he/she can justify it by the labor cost savings alone.”
CUSTOMER SERVICE THE DAWNCHEM WAY

I

DAWNCHEM is located just 20 minutes from downtown Cleveland. The facility includes 35,000 square-feet of warehouse space.

other floor machinery,” Rossi said. “We solve problems. If
a building service contractor’s floor equipment is down,
the cleaning crew is not working that night. Our reps go
out and show them how to solve basic problems to keep
that equipment going.
“It gives us value because the customer views us as another lifeline to make sure their equipment is running properly. Training and education is another plus that gets us in the
door. It enables us to say to a customer, ‘We sell stuff, but
what’s up with your equipment? You have a lot of money
invested and, if it is not running properly or if your people
don’t know how to run it correctly, it is going to cost you a
lot of downtime. We can evaluate of all your equipment at no
charge. We will tell you what is good, bad and ugly.’

well as four in-house technicians.
“Running a full-blown maintenance shop can be a ‘scary
animal,’ but it is something that needs to happen,” Rossi
said. “It goes back to our goal of being a ‘catch-all’ distributor. If we are truly a full-service distributor, we can’t just
sell items out of a catalog or on the internet. We have to be
able to service what we sell. If we sold a customer a piece of
equipment and he/she is having trouble with it, we will either fix it, replace it, or provide a loaner. Customers can’t
get that kind of service on the internet.
“We service all makes and models. We are an authorized
dealer for every major equipment line in the marketplace. If
we can’t fix it, it is not going to get fixed.
“We sell a significant amount of floor and carpet equip-
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n order to survive in this age of online e-commerce that
makes it possible for people to do all their shopping on
their electronic devices, DAWNCHEM reps understand
they must be experts at value-added customer service.
“We try to become invaluable to customers to the point
of going the extra mile,” Rossi said.
In addition to offering comprehensive training, evaluation
and preventive maintenance programs, DAWNCHEM reps
are able to manage a customer’s inventory.
“We conduct monthly or quarterly reviews for many accounts,” Rossi said. “We look at their volumes, determine
what their usages are, and where we can actually save and
cut. If there is something out of kilter, it is brought to the
facility manager’s attention so we can address the problem. We try to be that second set of eyes in a facility.”
Part of managing a customer’s inventory involves looking
at what product choices are being made, with a view to eliminating those that are not being used or are duplications.
“We have found that most facilities have equipment
and closets full of products they don’t use anymore. We
will send a service tech to conduct an evaluation,” Rossi
said. “He/she will tell the customer, ‘OK we can fix this,
but we can’t fix that — throw this stuff out.
“When we go into a school system or a nursing home,
we often find there is a wide array of products that have
been purchased over the years. We try to explain to people they can simplify their purchasing habits. For example, for a school system that has several buildings, rather
than having 12 different glass cleaners, find one that
works in every facility.
“First of all, that means one less sku
and SDS in a building. It also results in
the customer having to conduct less training, as cleaning crews will be familiar
with the products no matter the building
in which they are working. In other
words, if they switch buildings, the same
standard products will be in use throughout the school system.
“Furthermore, as a selling tool, it really
enlightens a lot of people. A customer
might say, ‘This makes sense. Why am I
buying all these products when I can get
one product for all my buildings?’”
To further streamline their operations,
some customers give DAWNCHEM reps
permission to place orders when needed.
Another aspect of value-added customer service is making it available for
customers to place orders on the company’s website.
“At the end of the day, if we can make
people’s lives easier by providing these
services, they will be more likely to become long-term loyal customers,” Rossi
said. “We try to build relationships with
our customers, rather than just saying we
have the best products and the best price.
It is no different from when the average
consumer goes to a restaurant. He/she is
going there because it has good meals and
the people are nice and friendly. We try
to establish a good rapport with our cus-

tomers, while solving their problems and taking a genuine
interest in their facilities.”
As Rossi said earlier, DAWNCHEM is “24/7.” That
means no matter the time or day of the week, the company
is ready and willing to service a customer.
“We often get calls on Saturday, and I get texts on Sundays from people who have a problem or need a product.
We will send somebody to our warehouse and get them the
items they need,” Rossi said. “People really appreciate
that we are genuinely concerned about their businesses.
It is the little things we try to do for a customer to make

them think, ‘These folks really care about my company.’
“We have to create value. In today’s society, everything
moves fast. With texting, email, the internet, Facebook, etc.,
people want answers ‘now.’ If you don’t get back to them
within minutes or hours, you are not going to get the sale.
“With their smart phones, laptops, pads, etc., our
salespeople are dialed in to talk to anybody immediately.
If they don’t have the answers that second, they will tell
the customer, ‘Give me a couple of minutes and I will
give you some answers.’ That is what people want to
hear, especially millennials. They don’t want to hear, ‘I’ll

get back to you next Tuesday.’ If you can’t fulfill customers’ needs quickly, they will find somebody else.
“I get solicited all day and I rarely take calls unless it is
something that excites me. People are busy. They don’t have
time to sit and talk to salespeople all day.”
The level of service that DAWNCHEM provides has
helped it compete with nontraditional players such as online
and large box stores that sell jan/san to supplement their
main business.
“We have been successful because we can provide a
higher level of service. We just don’t drop boxes and run,”
Rossi said. “We can’t rely only on
selling products. We must be on
top of our game when it comes to
product knowledge, solving problems, educating customers, etc.
This is where the value lies. An astute customer is going to realize
that. Somebody who just wants to
buy price is not going to be a
loyal, long-term customer. He/she
will usually, after a time, find
somebody who will sell to them
for less.”
DEDICATED EMPLOYEES
KEY TO SUCCESS

W

hen asked what he
views as the underpinnings of DAWNCHEM’s success over the years,
Rossi said the biggest factor is
having good employees who are
committed to the company.
“Even though business has
changed considerably over the
past 40 years, one thing has remained consistent — people buy
from people they know and
trust,” Rossi said. “It starts with
the sales department and is
glued together with the customer service department. It is
further enhanced with the equipment service personnel and our
delivery drivers. Of course, it all
has to be driven by management.
There is no secret elixir.”
The average tenure of the company’s sales staff is about 15
years.
“We really don’t have a lot of
turnover when it comes to salespeople,” Rossi said.
The average time of service for
the entire employee base is more
than 12 years. Some employees
have been with the company for
more than two or three decades.
“For example, our warehouse
manager, Dave Vranic, has been
here for 37 years,” Rossi said.
“One of our drivers has more than
25 years on the job. The average
tenure of our drivers is more than
12 years. This experience level
helps us tremendously.”
While educating customers is a
high priority, some of DAWNCHEM’s employees also work to
be accredited through Lakeland
College to be able to teach DC
Custodial College courses. In addition, the sales staff and other
employees educate themselves to
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“Our salespeople have pads and laptops. Some people
One stumbling block distributors have battled in attractbe able to teach and solve problems.
“These guys and gals know how to strip floors, how to ing younger people is how they tend to perceive the jan/san work really well with pads, and some prefer laptops,” Rossi
said. “We want to be on top of things more than our comwork with contractors and health care facilities. They know industry.
“Selling toilet paper doesn’t offer the glitz and glamor petitors.”
all the rules and regulations. So, when they are in front of a
When a new person who wants to be in sales is hired,
customer, they are not just winging it, they know what they many people 25 or 30 years old are seeking in a job,” Rossi
said. “They want to go into pharmaceutical sales or work for he/she typically spends the first year or two training in the
are talking about, which is a big plus,” Rossi said.
Additionally, DAWNCHEM partners with manufacturers the Cleveland Cavaliers or something that is really flashy — company’s showroom.
“The showroom is kind of their proving ground before we
that has some cachet to it,” Rossi said. “You have to show
that provide a vast array of knowledge.
“With the knowledge and experience at our disposal, we them where the opportunities are in the jan/san industry to put them on the street,” Rossi said. “It is a good way to fumble around a little bit. It is a nice learning curve for a year or
can guide customers to the right thing and show where they make a good living.”
two before a salesperson has to sit across from
can get the biggest bang for the buck,” Rossi
a buyer for an important account.”
said. “DC Custodial College has helped us a
The next level of training is going to a cuslot. It has really put us ahead of the curve as
tomer’s facility to gain hands-on experience,
far as the competition is concerned.”
performing such tasks as stripping a floor.
The U.S. Marine Corps likes to say it is
“They learn first-hand what the customer is
looking for a few good men and women,
up against so they can answer intelligently
which is also what Rossi seeks.
when they are asked, ‘Why didn’t this
“Unfortunately, in today’s marketplace, it
work?’” Rossi said.
is hard to find good people,” Rossi said.
As an example of how one of his young
“Our most successful way of finding new
employees took the initiative to go on-site to
folks has been through referrals. People apa customer’s facility to gain valuable handsplying for jobs at DAWNCHEM say things
on training, Rossi told of a recent incident that
like, ‘I know one of your salespeople who
began in the showroom.
says it is a good environment in which to
One contractor, who has been buying prodwork. You guys seem like nice people, so I
ucts from DAWNCHEM for 20 years, was
thought I would give it a shot.’ We feel this
shopping in the showroom, preparing for a
is where we have had our best success as far
large floor stripping job he had planned for
cultivating and recruiting salespeople, rather
DAWNCHEM, in conjunction with the Greater Cleveland Food Bank, sent a shipment
the upcoming weekend.
than getting someone right out of college.
of jan/san products, valued at $13,000, to aid victims of Hurricane Harvey.
While speaking with a showroom em“We are not looking for a short termer
ployee, he told him, “If you want to learn, I’m
who comes in for a year or two, gets some
Rossi said it has been interesting to see how the younger stripping a floor this weekend and you are more than weleducation and then leaves. We are looking for somebody
generation of employees and the older staff members have come to come by.”
who wants to stick around the industry.”
“So, I got a text from this customer, showing a photo of
That is not to say Rossi isn’t interested in hiring young interacted.
“We have embraced change and the millennials be- our employee. The text message said, ‘Your guy Dan
people. It is just difficult to determine if he or she is the type
who will stick around. Indeed, there are top-notch millenni- cause we realize they are the future,” he said. “Our (Daniel Hunt) is a standup guy. He is stripping floors with
newer generation of salespeople have assisted the baby me right now. He wanted to learn about the problems I’m
als working at DAWNCHEM, Rossi said.
“Ultimately, we are trying to cultivate more folks who are boomers in understanding how new technologies should having, so he came out. You guys are the best. I love your
younger to bring that sense of youth in here,” Rossi said. be applied in the sales process. In turn, the boomers company,’” Rossi said. “It was very refreshing. How do you
“The nice thing about millennials is they are more technol- teach the younger generation some of the foundations of put a dollar amount on that? We proved to the customer
ogy oriented. They walk around with their phones and selling that will never go out of style. It is a good mix.”
that we are really interested in his company.”
With the help of millennials, the company’s older emtablets. They can pick up quickly on technologies that our
The fact that salespeople at a successful company must
ployees have also embraced technology.
older people struggle to learn.”
have extensive product knowledge and be experts at performing and teaching cleaning
techniques, vanishes the notion
that some people have that selling jan/san is a simplistic enterprise.
“We carry many lines of window cleaners, toilet paper,
equipment etc. What works for
one company is not going to
work for another,” Rossi said.
“Therefore, our reps have to
know the difference between
the different kinds of mopheads, mop handles, window
squeegees, etc. — items people
take for granted.
“A lot of people think the
cleaning business is like, ‘I’ll
just grab a bucket and mop and
go out and clean a building.’ It
is not that simple. You just can’t
put somebody out there to clean
a building with no training. In
addition, we have to stay on top
of all the regulations. Noncompliance to regulations and
ignoring safety concerns could
open a company up to lawsuits
and workman’s comp claims.
This is another aspect of doing
business in the jan/san field that
people outside the industry
don’t think about.”
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STAYING VIABLE IN A SEA OF CHANGE

O

ne of the major trends, that has altered the playing
field in the jan/san segment is recent years, is consolidation.
“The ‘bigs’ are getting bigger and the ‘smalls’ are getting
bought and sold,” Rossi said. “Consolidation poses some
challenges for smaller companies like DAWNCHEM to keep
up to speed. It makes you a better person because you have

to get up a half hour earlier and leave a half hour later. You
have to keep on your game. You can’t get stagnant and assume the phone is going to keep ringing.”
Speaking of the phone ringing, Rossi made an observation
that further illuminates how technology has changed life in
the company’s main offices.
“In the old days, we had a zillion phone lines,” he said.
“We installed a new phone system last year, and it does
everything but sharpen knives, but because people use mo-

bile phones, pads, etc., and order online, the phone doesn’t
ring constantly anymore.”
Because the company relies on its online presence and
other technologies, one employee is the designated IT person. Furthermore, believe it or not, there are still distributors
who have poorly designed websites or none at all, Rossi said.
“This industry, for some reason, seems like it is the last industry to get up to speed. I don’t know why,” Rossi said.
Back on the subject of consolidation, Rossi said, “I have
been in this business for 40 years, and I
was in awe of some of the companies that
have been sold or gone out of business. I
was just this fledgling little guy walking
around trying to keep the lights on while
thinking those companies had it all. Now,
years later, they are gone. Maybe those
companies didn’t want to invest money,
or maybe they just got complacent.
“Some people are just really hesitant
about going online. They think the old
school ways will always work, but in the
meantime their sales are going down and
the lights are flickering.”
AN EARLY ADVOCATE
OF GREEN PRODUCTS

D

AWNCHEM began focusing on
green cleaning 20 years ago, before environmentally friendly
products were mainstream.
Rossi noted that with the advent of the
Environmental Protection Agency in
1970 and other factors, industries across
the board gradually began to become
aware of green issues. With some foresight into how the conversation about
protecting the environment was going to
accelerate and change the marketplace,
DAWNCHEM began to sell environmentally friendly products.
“We realized the marketplace was
changing. It was another way to get into a
facility,” Rossi said. “We have been very
successful in a lot of schools and healthcare facilities. Green was something, back
in the day, these entities started to look at
pretty hard. At the time, we realized green
was going to be the future, and we needed
to get on board.
“We are aligned with a lot of the
major companies that offer green products — cradle to cradle certified — to
make sure that when we are talking to a
facility manager about green, the products are available.”
(The Cradle to Cradle Certified™ Product Standard guides designers and manufacturers through a continual improvement
process that looks at a product through five
quality categories — material health, material reutilization, renewable energy and
carbon management, water stewardship,
and social fairness.)
Even though green products have been
much improved and prices have come
down, there are still areas where green is
not a high priority.
“There are folks, depending on where
you are, who are still not too keen on
green,” Rossi said. “Our larger customers
seem to be more focused on green, but, in
some other facilities, there are people who
really don’t care too much about ecofriendly products.
“We are not just order takers, we actu-
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ally bring value by showing customers how green products
can meet the requirements and needs of their facilities.”
A GOOD LOCATION

D

AWNCHEM’s main facility is located just 20 minutes northeast of downtown Cleveland, just off a
major freeway. Being in a large metro area has its
advantages. Greater Cleveland, as the metro area is called,

is that buzz and excitement.”
DAWNCHEM has been at its current location in Cleveland for 25 years. After adding on to the facility four times,
space is now at a premium.
“We are getting pretty close to being maxed out on space,
which is a good thing, I guess,” Rossi said. “We are selling
more and more items. It has been a good run and we still
have a long way to go. The building works. The location
works. We have a training room, showroom and service department.”
With the four expansions, the company now has 35,000 square feet of
warehouse space.
“We have four warehouses that are
attached,” Rossi said. “We keep track of
inventory three ways — with a proprietary computer system, weekly cycle
counts and a year-end inventory. Occasionally, we cycle count an entire product line.”
For its delivery operation, DAWNCHEM leases its trucks.
“This gives us the flexibility to ship
when the customer needs products,”
Rossi said. “We strive to ship orders
Available for
within one day, and mandate that
PRIVATE
95 percent of orders are shipped
LABEL
out within two days. We also have a
fleet of small vans that are used for
rush deliveries.
“We deliver to northern Ohio and
south to Columbus, OH. We also go to
Cincinnati, OH, once a week, and have
customers in Erie, PA, and in the Detroit, MI, area.”
DAWNCHEM’s uniformed drivers
are what Rossi calls the “first line of
defense,” as they act as the company’s
eyes and ears in a customer’s facility.
“Our drivers tell us if there is any
change in a customer’s buying habits,”
Rossi said. “We have some good drivers who have been here a long time. If
they notice something that is not right,
they report back to a sales person or the
Smooth surface for easy cleaning
office. They realize it is to their benefit
Non‐marking gray casters (not assembled)
to make sure our company is ahead of
the pack.”
DownPress & SidePress wringers can
Rossi said drivers have the attitude
accommodate 12‐32 oz. mops
that the company’s clients are “my customers.”
“These guys even take candy for
customers at all their stops,” Rossi
said.
Looking ahead, Rossi feels perhaps
the biggest challenge for the future is
dealing with the changing demographics in the workplace.
“Millennials are our new customers
now,” he said. “We have to learn to
speak their lingo and give them the
things they want. The past is not going
to work in the future.
“We just have to keep getting bigger
and stronger. The way to do that is to
continue to find great people to work
here, while offering a level of service to
potential customers they are not currently receiving. I think that is what is
going to keep us ahead of the competition.”

has a population of 2,055,612 people, according to 2016
U.S. census estimates.
“Cleveland is really coming alive. There was a lot of
downturn there for a number of years. But it seems now
with the Cavaliers (pro basketball), Indians (pro baseball),
and a revitalized downtown with its trendy bars and
restaurants, the city is ‘on fire,’” Rossi said. “It is amazing what Cleveland has done over the years. All of this
definitely helps, as far as we are concerned, because there
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Contact: DAWNCHEM,
30510 Lakeland Blvd.,
Cleveland, OH 44095.
Phone: 800-533-3296.
Website: www.dawnchem.com.

ISSA Panel: Industry Trends,
Hot Topics, Opportunities & Threats
“What can hurt
our business the
most is to have
customers feel
that some other
company is
capable of
providing
greater value.”

Brady Industries CEO & President
Travis Brady, of Las Vegas, NV

By Harrell Kerkhoff
Maintenance Sales News Editor

C

hallenges and opportunities are abundant for many
North American jan/san distributors involved in
today’s ever-changing world of cleaning. Such topics as consolidation, new competition and emerging technologies were addressed during the ISSA State of the
Industry Distributor Panel presentation. The event was part
of the recent 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
trade show, in Las Vegas, NV.
The panel discussion focused on trends, hot topics and
market opportunities and threats facing today’s distributors.
Members of the three-person distributorship panel were
EBP Supply Solutions CEO Meredith Reuben, of Milford, CT; Brady Industries CEO & President Travis
Brady, of Las Vegas; and, Spruce Industries Executive
Vice President & COO Daniel Josephs, of Rahway, NJ.
The moderator was ISSA Director of Market Research
& Analytics Jon Adkins.
Question: How has the increased merger and
acquisition distributor market affected your business model, and what innovative solutions have
you created to stay competitive?
Travis Brady: “There have certainly been disruptions in
the industry. Our goal (at Brady Industries) is to make sure
these disruptions do not negatively influence our company’s
objectives. What can hurt our business the most is to have
customers feel that some other company is capable of providing greater value.
“Our goal is to continue to define and share our values,
and these values must be specific. To our customers, (Brady
Industries) must relay the feeling that, ‘We are there when
you need us. We will solve your particular problems, and
show how this translates into saving you dollars and cents.’
It’s essential we continue to define and show our value.”
Daniel Josephs: “It’s been interesting to see what has
taken place with consolidations in the industry. We (Spruce
Industries) continue to focus on what has made us successful over the years. This includes innovations in areas that we
are good at, such as customer service and finding the right
solutions for our customers.”
Meredith Reuben: “We (EBP Supply Solutions) have
sought opportunities in this (consolidation) environment,
which has brought more big box and other large competitors to the marketplace.
“Opportunities come when distributors start looking to be
acquired by other distributorships with the same type of

EBP Supply Solutions CEO
Meredith Reuben, of Milford, CT

Spruce Industries Exec. V.P. & COO
Daniel Josephs, of Rahway, NJ

company culture. This can create opportunities for those distributors looking to purchase businesses, allowing them to
find new customers who are seeking greater stability in the
ownership of their distributor partners.
“In terms of solutions, (the consolidation trend) has made
us, as a company, much sharper. We have had to increase
our strategic planning for the future, and focus on where we
want to be in the years ahead and what new solutions we
want to bring to our customers — providing them with
greater value.”
Question: What advice would you give to distributors on how to remain competitive with big
box stores and the “Amazon.com” movement?
Daniel Josephs: “We (at Spruce Industries) cannot compete with big box stores when it comes to having products in
a customer’s facility in two hours.
“Instead, our job is showing the customer true value. If
we lose business to big box competition, then I haven’t done
my job, and our sales people haven’t done their jobs. We are
successful by showing different areas of custom value. This
includes service, training, etc.”
Travis Brady: “It’s important (for a distributorship) to
provide specific data and better define its value. For years,
we have asked ourselves, ‘Why do people like Brady?’ The
responses have been, ‘Well, we provide better service. We
work harder than the competition.’ The problem is, we need
to be more specific. We need to actually show how Brady
brings added value to customers. We also need to show how
we do things differently than a big box retailer, and what this
means to the customer.
“It’s important to define and track your value, and then
communicate these findings to customers. This is key.”
Meredith Reuben: “I think of big box competition as
mostly involving online ordering and ease of transaction.
We (EBP Supply Solutions) have to be right up there with ecommerce and logistics — excellence in this arena is important — but we also have to provide other types of
services that will make our customers shine and grow.
“Our main objective is adding the right kind of services
for the benefit of our customers. We have also focused on
using consultative selling techniques while training our sales
force.”
Question: How has involvement with different
associations, including distributor buying and marketing groups, helped grow your company’s bottom line?
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“Instead of
focusing on what
is going to be
different, we are
concentrating on
what is going to
remain the same
— and then
investing heavily
in these areas.”

Meredith Reuben: “(EBP Supply Solutions) is a founding member Network Services Company, which we feel provides excellent sales and marketing tools. This involvement
has helped us expand our product portfolio, and enter markets on a national and global basis that we could not otherwise enter on our own.
“I have also been impressed with the services that ISSA
has provided over the years. This includes its CMI (Cleaning Management Institute) training, which has helped our
company in so many ways.”
Daniel Josephs: “We (Spruce Industries) belong to Triple
S. For us, it’s beneficial to be part of a family of members
who are focused on jan/san. This helps our company provide the right value proposition to customers. This includes
such services as equipment repair, inventory and asset management and training.”
Travis Brady: “We (Brady Industries) now have 16 locations. This growth has added to our wide variety of customers. Involvement in SMA (Strategic Market Alliance)
has allowed us to better service these customers within our
entire region.
“There are certain projects and/or activities that make a
lot of sense, but are difficult to do on an individual company
basis. This includes the collection of key data, which continues to gain in importance as ecommerce increases. It’s
much more efficient when somebody else helps gather this
data, such as through an association, where all its members
participate and ultimately benefit.”
Question: What industry data is most important
to your business?
Daniel Josephs: “That is a good question. I actually don’t
think there is enough data available. I think our industry is
lagging behind in collecting data. What we (Spruce Industries) look for is information that can pickup on trends, such
as how different types of service can improve equipment
sales, etc.”
Meredith Reuben: “Our involvement with Network
Services Company has provided us with data involving such
subjects as hospital occupancy rates, construction and education. Away-from-home metrics is something else we look
at quite a bit, as it relates to restaurant activity, etc.”
Travis Brady: “All types of data are important, helping
us communicate to customers about different trends, such as
with pricing. Data helps us show why certain areas of pricing are changing.
“Due to the nature of being headquartered in Las Vegas,
and the relationship we (Brady Industries) have with our sister company, Brady Linen Services, we often look at data
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that shows trends associated with the hospitality industry.
This helps us better understand current occupancy rates and
prepare for big weekends and big conventions.”
Question: What do you think will be the big
shakeup in distribution over the next five years?
Meredith Reuben: “I think there are going to be changes
in the relationships between distributors and their customers.
The goal for distributors will be to use important data to help
their customers better succeed.
“I’m also thinking more about future changes with deliveries and overall logistics. How many drivers will distribution need in the future? Will there be driverless trucks
involved? How will warehouses change? These events are
rapidly coming true. The main question is, how will all of
this change logistics?
“Finally, I think there is going to be more price transparency in the future.”
Travis Brady: “I see consolidation continuing to take
place. I also feel more companies will be procreating data
and gathering new technology in order to produce cumulative, real-time information for customers. Customers are
eager for this type of service.”
Daniel Josephs: “We (Spruce Industries) have followed
the philosophy of Amazon.com. Instead of mainly focusing
on what is going to be different in the future, we are concentrating on what is going to remain the same — and then
investing heavily in these areas. I feel this philosophy allows
companies to be more successful than just trying to predict
what is going to happen in the future.
“I believe technology is changing too rapidly for anyone
to really understand what will take place in five years.
Therefore, we are trying to define what is going to remain
the same, and focus on this part of the business.”
Question: What changes in the U.S. economy do
you feel are on the horizon?
Travis Brady: “There appears to be a lot of confidence
surrounding the current economy. The pickup (in the economy) over the past four years has a very sustainable feel.
I’m really interested to see what happens with tax reform. If
corporate income taxes get reduced, this could spark invest-

ment and change some things within our industry.
“I believe one thing that (the recessionary period of) 2007,
2008 and 2009 taught us, you can’t ignore the reality of
downturns. I don’t think we are at the point where an extreme economic downturn is near, but most economists can
show graphs indicating that following past recessions, recoveries usually last around six to eight years. There is then
some type of correction. When looking at the calendar, it’s
easy to see why some people feel we are a year or two away
from such a correction with the economy. I’m not that worried about it, however, because I feel the correction, from
what I’m hearing, will be small and short term.
“I feel the last recession caused many companies to become more prudent and take better advantage of a growing
economy. It also taught us to be properly prepared to weather
economic storms.”
Daniel Josephs: “Possible changes with corporate taxes
is something to keep an eye on. We will just have to see how
the economy plays out. There are big issues still to be resolved, such as possible changes in health care, tax reform
and the future availability of labor.”
Meredith Reuben: “I recently read an article that said the
economy seems impervious right now to any type of political
instability. I am seeing the economy picking up. It will be interesting to see how the (Trump) administration’s polices will
influence the availability of labor in the years to come.”
Question: Do you see a reversal in the number
of jan/san distributors who fail to keep up-to-date
with today’s marketplace?
Daniel Josephs: “I would say, if they don’t keep up-todate, they will not be around in the future. If you are not
going to adapt and add value for the sake of your customer
base, then you are not going to be in business very long.
There were a lot more distributors around 10 years ago than
today. This is a trend. It’s important to adapt to changes in
the marketplace as well as focus on training.”
Travis Brady: “I think many distributors in the years to
come will be better equipped to bring added value to their
customers. This includes better information, training and innovation.”
Meredith Reuben: “I have an optimistic viewpoint about
the future of distribution. I have seen waves of consolida-

Sekure Range
Simple and safe chemical dosing

tion take place before. They are often followed by new distributors coming aboard. These are companies led by people
who may be more technically savvy and can find different
ways to meet customer demands.
“I think (jan/san) is an easier industry to enter than some,
especially if you are creative, energetic and show ‘technical
savviness.’”
Question: Examples of the Internet of Things
(IoT) can be seen throughout this year’s ISSA trade
show floor. What will be the distributor’s role in the
future related to IoT and smart technology?
Meredith Reuben: “It’s a big year for various innovations, and we (at EBP Supply Solutions) are very focused
on what is happening with IoT technology. However, despite
the role technology is now playing, and will play in the future, distributors still need to be the experts and show specific customers the right solutions involving this
technology.”
Daniel Josephs: “I think the No. 1 issue right now with
IoT is the lack of a universal language. Manufacturers need
to come up with a single language to be used with all of this
technology. This will help distributors better service their
customers.”
Travis Brady: “Where technology really takes off is at
the common ground level, but what does that look like? Is it
something that can be brought into existing programs or
sourced in a way so a distributor can create a dashboard to
better consolidate important data for customers?”
Question: How do you find quality employees?
Meredith Reuben: “I think recruiting is my most important job. The same is true for our other (EBP Supply Solutions) executives. As a company, we work with universities
and premiere placement offices to find quality people. Even
if we don’t have a specific job opening, we are always looking for talent.
“I think the real issue is, who do you hire? We believe in
robust testing to see if a person is a good fit for a particular
job. This is important, as there is so much time and energy
spent with training people once they are hired.”
Daniel Josephs: “We have a little bit different take on recruiting as we usually look for applicants
outside of our industry, seeking people who
have already been properly trained.”
Travis Brady: “Recruiting future employees is a challenge for any business. We
try to create an environment where people
want to work, and spend time looking internally for people to promote.
“Over the years, we realized that there
was a need to formulize our sales training
process, instead of just pumping new hires
full of product information.”
Question: Has there been one
type of product that has recently
stuck out as being very effective
and beneficial for your customers?

SEKO, a Global leader in chemical dosing and dispensing solutions,
has recently launched its latest system, the Sekure Series.
Available in sizes to fit 1 gallon and ½ gallon containers. Delivers
a safe, convenient “all in one” solution for chemical dosing where
space is a premium and where water is not available.

Your Choice,
Our Commitment

With a reduced footprint, it is now even more suitable for use in
places like: hotels, restaurants, schools and offices, offering a “turnkey” solution for dosing chemicals into spray bottles or buckets to
wash floors, counter tops or other hard washable surfaces and for
sink filling for pot and pan washing.
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For more information visit www.sekousa.com

Daniel Josephs: “In general, any product that improves mechanization, reduces
labor costs and helps customers save money
is very popular. There are many examples.”
Meredith Reuben: “I see robotic functions providing greater labor savings in the
future. There is a lot of potential for robotics in our industry.”
Travis Brady: “Battery power technology has greatly evolved over the
years. This includes smaller batteries
now used in backpacks and tools. I see a
lot of potential here for distributors and
their customers.”

ISSA/INTERCLEAN® 2017
More Giving Than Receiving
ore than just cleaning was on the minds of many people who attended the 2017 such facility solutions as: smart technology; robotics; UV light; photocatalytics (self-cleanISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America Trade Show and Convention. The ing surfaces); infection control techniques; floor and carpet care; power cleaning equipment
and accessories; and cleaning agents/supplies, chemicals and disinfectants
event also provided an opportunity to give back to people in need.
In addition to new products and services, this year’s show also drew new audiences, inAttendees and exhibitors generously donated funds and supplies to help those who were
devastated by the string of hurricanes that struck many parts the United States this year, as cluding people who attended ISSA’s latest co-located event, EPIC 2017, presented by office
well as giving to the Ronald McDonald House Charities of Greater Las Vegas, NV, the City product dealer groups TriMega and Independent Stationers.
EPIC joined the following returning co-located events: the Building Service Contractors
of Hope, and Cleaning for a Reason organizations.
According to ISSA, this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America, which took place Association International (BSCAI) Annual Convention, the Cleaning Equipment Trade Ason September 11-14 at the Las Vegas Convention Center, assembled 16,212 registered vis- sociation (CETA) Annual Convention and the IEHA Annual Convention.
Providing further opportunities for the cleaning industry to converge was the show floor’s
itors, with 15 percent of these people coming from outside the United States, representing
new Residential Pavilion, designed to embrace the resi76 countries.
dential segment of the market, and inspired by ISSA’s reThere was an increase in the number of attendee comcent merger with the Association of Residential Cleaning
panies for the 2017 event — including 15 percent more
Services International (ARCSI), now a new division of
distributor businesses, an 11 percent increase in building
ISSA.
service contractor (BSC) companies, and a 22 percent
boost with in-house service provider organizations.
“Recovering from (this year’s
Of this year’s 757 exhibitors, 142 were new, and 18
percent hailed from outside the United States, drawing
hurricanes) happens one day at a
from 24 countries.
time. Growing a business happens
“We are so grateful for the exhibitors and members
one day at a time. And changing
who went over and above to make sure they attended this
the way the world views cleaning
year’s event,” ISSA Executive Director John Barrett
happens one day at a time.”
said. “Our hearts also truly go out to those members who
wanted to be here, but who could not due to the historic
— Ted Stark III
weather events that the country has endured.
Other pavilions included the Italian, international,
“ISSA remains committed to doing everything we can
first-time exhibitors, CETA, and Asia/Pacific.
to support our members in areas affected by the recent
This year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
hurricanes. Even amid these challenges, the industry
also featured more than 60 educational seminars, training
came together to not only support each other, but also to
and certification workshops. Also provided were firstdiscover industry innovation and advances, participate in
time attendee orientation sessions, show floor tours, a
cutting-edge education and join in many networking opwelcome networking reception and evening roundtables.
portunities.”
This year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America ofThe 2017 trade show featured an expanded show floor,
Pictured are outgoing ISSA President Richard Rones, left,
fered
an array of additional programs during its final day,
which included an outdoor exhibits area, and showcased
with new President Ted Stark III during the ISSA General Meeting.

M
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on Thursday, September 14, titled “Thurstay.” Highlights included:
• A State of the Economy Panel, with Frank Luntz (moderator), Jim Messina, Karl Rove
and Brian Beaulieu, featuring an interactive discussion of current events and a look into the
future;
• The ISSA Innovation Award Ceremony and Reception, which recognized the 2017
ISSA Innovation Visitors’ Choice Awards and the overall ISSA Innovation of the Year
Award. The event also honored the ISSA Innovation Category winners, which were announced earlier in the week; and,
• Specific State Of The Industry panels, featuring discussions from distributors, residential cleaners, BSCs and in-house
service providers. Panelists talked
about various trends and pitfalls facing
today’s cleaning industry.

about the future is that it happens one day at a time.”
“Recovering from (this year’s hurricanes) happens one day at a time. Growing a business happens one day at a time. And changing the way the world views cleaning happens
one day at a time,” Stark said. “I’m very honored and excited to be the next president of
ISSA, and will do everything I can to continue to drive the vision and mission of this association.”
Outgoing ISSA President Richard Rones also addressed attendees at the General Meeting. He spoke about the number of mergers and acquisitions that have taken place at ISSA
within the past year.

Stark Introduced As
New ISSA President

A

mong the highlights of each
year’s General Meeting at
ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North
America is the introduction of new and
recognition of outgoing members of the
ISSA board of directors. The 2018
board includes new ISSA President
Ted Stark III, of Dalco Enterprises,
Inc. The president’s post is a one-year
term. Stark succeeds Richard Rones,
of Americo Manufacturing Co., Inc.
During an address at the General
Meeting, Stark thanked Rones for his
year of service as ISSA president, calling 2017 an amazing time for the association. Stark also noted that ISSA’s
vision remains the same in the wake of
its recent growth — to be the leading
resource for information, education,
networking and commercial opportunities as well as the leading voice in government and communities for firms
within the cleaning industry worldwide.
To achieve this vision, Stark added,
ISSA follows four key mission points:
• To facilitate ongoing networking,
communications and commercial opportunities for members;
• Provide members with the highest
quality, industry-specific, relevant information;
• Be the most widely accepted resource for knowledge and standards regarding professional business practices,
and to make the scientific connection
between cleaning and health; and,
• Having the greatest impact on establishing a global cleaning community.
Stark added that what matters most
to ISSA is health and safety for facilities around the world, and the success
of its members.
“ISSA will remain committed to providing our members with relevant, useful, current information and data;
education and training resources; member interaction; networking opportunities for idea sharing; and platforms to
show members new innovations that
other members are creating,” he said.
“All of this is done to help members
operate their businesses efficiently,
grow and be successful. ISSA works to
change the way the world views cleaning.”
Stark noted a quote often attributed
to Abraham Lincoln: “The best thing
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The 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
trade show, which took place in Las Vegas, NV,
included a wide variety of educational sessions.

“While I would certainly like to take credit for these mergers and acquisitions during a very busy 2017, the real
credit and real hard work belongs to ISSA Executive Director John Barrett, his predecessor, John Garfinkel, as
well as the entire ISSA staff,” Rones said. “The acquisitions that we have made are a very good, strategic fit for
our association. They give us additional platforms to reach different communities that are involved with cleaning
worldwide. We are
very excited about
ISSA reported that there were 757 exhibitors and
these acquisitions,
Triple Concentrated Odor Control
16,212 registered attendees at this year’s event.
and what our assoFrom Perform Manufacturing
ciation will look
like in the years to come.”
Also speaking at the General Meeting was ISSA Foundation Board Chairman Allen
Soden. He explained that the foundation’s mission is to invest in tomorrow by using funds
to attract more young people to the cleaning industry. This is accomplished several ways,
including the awarding of college scholarships based on academic achievement, leadership
eliminates airborne odors and neutralizes
and extracurricular activities. These scholarships are available to employees of ISSA memmost offensive odor problems
bers and their families.
According to Soden, the ISSA Foundation awarded 62 scholarships in 2017, totalling
nearly $200,000. An application for these scholarships can be found at www.issafoundation.org.
Soden added that the ISSA Foundation is also involved in helping to find interns for members; and works with various charitable groups to provide funds and supplies for those people in need, including this year’s hurricane victims.

ELIMINATOR

One spray in a 10x10 area will eliminate all odors
for up to 24 hours, leaving the room fresh
and clean smelling all day!
Fragrances:
citrus, apple, cherry,
pumpkin, spring mist,
mango, plumeria,
margarita, clean linen,
and peach

Recommended
for:
schools, churches,
hospitals, country
clubs, athletic clubs,
restaurants, and hotels

Effective for:
cigarette smoke, food
odors, garbage odors,
pet odors, restrooms,
musty odors, or any
malodors

Kansas City, KS - 800-423-9861
www.performmfg.com

Products That Perform!
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substantial contributions to the advancement of the industry and/or to ISSA over a signifiTomblin Presented With Distinguished Service Award
he highest award bestowed by ISSA is the Jack D. Ramaley Industry Distin- cant time period. This year’s recipient was Jerry Mitchell, formerly of Jerry Mitchell Asguished Service Award, given to an individual who has demonstrated outstanding sociates;
n Young Executive Society (YES) Industry Special Achievement Award — It acservice to the cleaning and maintenance industry through his/her innovation, professionalism, leadership, elevation of industry standards, promotion of the association’s knowledges an individual or company who has made substantial contributions to the adgrowth and development, unselfish dedication without personal gain, and emulation of the vancement of the cleaning industry and ISSA, and who has demonstrated strong support of
ISSA Code of Ethics. This year’s award recipient was Alan Tomblin, president and CEO YES. This year’s award recipient was Michael Tighe, of Industrial Cleaning Products, Inc.;
and,
of Network Services, Inc.
“Alan was nominated for this award due, in part, to his decisive leadership (while servContinued on Page 32
ing as ISSA president) during the strategically important transition of the ISSA
executive director position in 2015,”
David Sikes, also a former ISSA president, said during his introduction of
Tomblin at this year’s General Meeting.
“Alan led the ISSA search committee
through the process of interviewing candidates, and worked with the former and
new executive director to ensure a
smooth transition.
The new Splash Hog eliminates
“Alan set the pace for positive and
this problem by drastically reducing
meaningful contributions, and served as
splash
back where guys typically go.
a great example for the entire ISSA board
of directors.”
Plus, it provides a 60 day fragrance
In accepting the award, Tomblin said
release to keep your restroom
he was both honored and humbled.
smelling fresh.
“When I think of all the people who
have preceded me in receiving this
Together with the WizKid
honor, it’s very humbling. They are icons
Antimicrobial Mat we have the
within our industry,” he said. “The name
on this award is significant as well. Jack
very best solution to curing
Ramaley has served our industry excepyour restroom nightmare.
tionally well for over 60 years.”
Also honored during this year’s General Meeting was Jim Chittom Sr., who
represents several janitorial supply companies in Georgia. Chittom was presented with the ISSA Membership
Development Award. It’s granted to an
individual who is responsible for recruiting at least 25 members to join ISSA.
This year’s award was presented by
Rones, who credited Chittom for leading
him years ago to become active in ISSA
leadership.
“I can honestly say that, had it not
been for a phone call from Jim Chittom,
I would likely not have become this involved with ISSA, eventually leading to
the president’s post,” Rones said. “Jim
has always been very passionate about
this industry.”
In accepting the award, Chittom said,
“I believe that service and enlisting new
members is one way we pay the debt to
60 Day Deodorizing Urinal Screen
all of those who have gone before us, and
Stops Splash Back
in recognition of what they have done
and left on our behalf.”
Other award winners announced durPremium Antimicrobial Mat
ing this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN®
No Odors or Puddles
North America event were:
n Manufacturer Representatives’
Distinguished Service Award — It recognizes a person within the industry who
has had a positive impact on the industry and the association, and who has been
supportive of manufacturer representatives. This award is presented on behalf
of all independent manufacturer representatives. The 2017 award recipient was
Tony Chiefari, of Claire Manufacturing
Call Today and Upgrade Your Restroom with Wizkid Products
Co.;
n ISSA Honorary Lifetime AchieveWizKidProducts.com | 954-323-2485
ment Award — This award honors an
individual who, in the opinion of the
ISSA board, deserves recognition for
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ISSA/INTERCLEAN® 2017:
Continued From Page 29
n YES Rising Star Award in Honor of
Jimmy Core — The award recognizes emerging leaders who are helping to change the way
the world views cleaning, by making positive
and innovative contributions to their organizations and the overall cleaning industry. This
year’s recipient was Derrick Zenker, of KSS
Enterprises, Inc.

Trophies Presented At 2017
ISSA Innovation Awards

T

his year’s ISSA Innovation Category,
Innovation Visitors’ Choice and overall Innovation of the Year awards were
presented during the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America event.
The ISSA Innovation Award Program recogAlan Tomblin, center, is pictured receiving the Jack D. Ramaley Industry
Jim Chittom Sr., left, receives the ISSA Membership
nizes the cleaning industry’s most innovative
Distinguished Service Award. Also shown are David Sikes, left,
Development Award during the General Meeting.
products and services as voted on by cleaninga former ISSA president, and John Barrett, ISSA executive director.
Also shown is outgoing ISSA President Richard Rones.
industry distributors, building service contractors, in-house service providers and residential
cleaners. The Innovation Category program features new products and services from manufacturers and suppliers throughout the cleaning industry. Entries are organized into five categories: cleaning agents, dispensers, equipment, services and technology, and supplies and
accessories. Winners were announced September 11, during the ISSA Lunch and Learn session at ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America. Category awards are the result of online voting that took place the two months prior to the event. One winner from each category took
home a trophy. They are:
n Cleaning Agents — Stone Floor Protection System, by 3M Commercial Solutions Division;
n Dispensers — enMotion® Flex Paper Towel System, by GP PRO;
n Equipment — Doodle Skate, by Square Scrub;
n Services & Technology — Business Intelligence Software, by CleanTelligent Software; and,
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n Supplies & Accessories — Self-Cleaning Surfaces for Travel and Hospitality, by
efforts to reduce illiteracy rates within the cleaning industry’s workforce, was presented
to Professional Janitorial Services; and,
NanoTouch Materials.
n The Special Honors Award, presented to Hao Dang Tanascos, president of HAOsMeanwhile, on-site voting at the ISSA Innovation Showcase booth enabled show attendees to view products in person and cast votes for the Visitors’ Choice awards. Unlike keeping, Inc., for her dedication to diversity and inclusion within the industry.
the above Category awards, the top five innovations from participating companies win
Visitors’ Choice awards, regardless of category. The Innovation of the Year Award was
The 2018 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
selected by combining online and on-site voting results with scores submitted by a panel
event is scheduled for October 29-November 1, in Dallas, TX.
of judges. The panel consisted of industry experts, media and ISSA member representatives.
— Maintenance Sales News Editor Harrell Kerkhoff contributed to this article.
Keynote speaker Howie Mandel, entertainer and TV host, presented the
ISSA Innovation Visitors’ Choice and
Innovation of the Year awards during
the September 14 Innovation Award
Ceremony and Reception, during this
year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North
America.
The ISSA Innovation of the Year
Award winner was Clorox® Total
360™ System, by Clorox Professional
Products Company. The Innovation
Visitors’ Choice Awards were presented to: i-mop XXL, by i-team
Global; Robotic Vacuum, by Makita
USA; Doodle Skate, by Square Scrub;
In the September/October 2017 issue of Maintenance Sales News
Spill Mop, by Rubbermaid Commercial
we published advertising using the brand name SCENT CONNECT for
Products; and, Clorox® Total 360™
a smart phone application.
System, by Clorox Professional Products Company.
Four individuals and two businesses
Prior to September 28, 2017 and during all of our product and promoinstrumental in promoting women in
tional development work, we were unaware that the “SCENTCONNECT”
the cleaning industry were also honored
brand name was already duly registered to another company.
at ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America. They were recognized by the ISSA
Immediately upon becoming aware of our unintentional mistake, on
Hygieia Network.
September 29, 2017, we took measures to cease all use of the brand
Founded in 2015, the ISSA Hygieia
Network is a women’s forum dedicated
SCENT CONNECT in all of its forms including in our product literature,
to the advancement and retention of fepress releases, and on packaging and products. Additionally, we are
male professionals within the global
reaching out, with our best efforts, to our customers and prospects to
cleaning community. Those people and
inform them of our retraction and abandonment of the use of the
companies receiving awards from the
“SCENT CONNECT” brand name.
ISSA Hygieia Network were:
n The Hygieia Member of the Year
Award, which recognizes a member
We also would like to assure our customers that our abandonment of
who has made an outstanding contributhe use of the SCENTCONNECT and the SCENT CONNECT brand
tion to the cleaning industry, was
names will not affect the availability of our products or associated smart
awarded to Michelle Mercer, senior diphone applications. We look forward to informing you of our new brand
rector of business development supply
identification as soon as it is determined.
chain for Aramark, for her work in promoting women in the workforce and
We apologize for any inconvenience our unintentional mistake may
within outside organizations;
n The Rising Star of the Year
have caused. And we wish to convey our resolve to continue to carry
Award, open to women aged 35 and
on our business with the highest degree of integrity and regard for our
under who have demonstrated their
customers and competitors.
commitment to further the ideals and
objectives of the ISSA Hygieia NetYours truly,
work, was awarded to Michelle
Raymond Czapko
Munvez, vice president of Chemcraft
VP Business Development
Industries, Inc.;
n The Man of the Year Award,
open to a senior-level man who is dedicated to promoting the advancement of
women in the cleaning industry, was
presented to Mark Oldaker, vice president of operations & finance – com290 Alpha Drive
mercial cleaning, Midwest MaintePittsburgh, PA 15238
nance Group;
412-252-2000
n The Employer of the Year Award
was presented to Earth Friendly Products, for promoting women in the organization and building a community of
mentorship and support that has led to a
dramatic increase of women in leadership positions in the company;
n The Eidyia Award, which recognizes companies or individuals that lead

IMPORTANT NOTICE
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ADVERTORIAL

Essendant Mission: Power Partners’ Success
Part of the evolution of modern-day sales forces involves the use of mobile technologies.
ssendant’s mission is to power its partners’ success by integrating a vast product as“For example, when it comes to demonstrations, much of the content is on videos,”
sortment, a world class fulfillment network and a full suite of advanced sales, marDochelli said. “Rather than a salesperson carrying around a traditional brochure, a video can
keting and digital tools, according to the company.
In addition to its corporate offices in Deerfield, IL, the company has a network of distri- be viewed to show how a product is used. I think this is the morphing that is going to happen. I’m not one who says salespeople are going away, they just need to change how they
bution centers located coast to coast.
“We connect our customers, a diverse network of resellers, distributors, online retailers work in the digital age.
“If a customer sees a video and doesn’t get all the answers he/she was seeking, it is the
and national organizations across the U.S., with top manufacturers in the market to offer
salesperson’s job to provide the added content to that video that sells the product.”
more than 2 million products in our portfolio,” the company said.
Essendant Vice President of Marketing and Digital Services Michael Hauck added:
Essendant distributes a wide variety of products for several segments including janitorial/sanitation; food service; office supplies and furniture; print, imaging and tech- “There is a misconception that distributors need to become Amazon in order to be digital. This
nology; safety; welding; industrial; oilfield; automotive technician; and repair and body is absolutely not true. The idea is to digitize salespeople to make the customer experience that
much better.”
shop supplies.
Dochelli said a good strategy is for companies to stick to their “value proposition,” — that
The company’s customer base includes jan/san distributors, office/workplace resellers
which differentiates them in the marketplace
and dealers, office furniture dealers, online
— and to augment it with digital tools that
retail, technology suppliers, omni-channel
today’s end-users desire.
suppliers, healthcare suppliers, industrial/MRO distributors and automotive afEssendant’s ‘Value Proposition’
termarket distributors.
Part of Essendant’s efforts include helping
ssendant’s “value proposition” can be
jan/san distributors meet buyer demands for a
boiled down to three distinct areas,
more business to consumer (B2C) experience.
Dochelli said. They are:
“I think, in general, the jan/san world is ripe
n No. 1: The company’s broad selection
with opportunity when it comes to technolof products.
ogy,” Essendant President of Office and FaDochelli explained that many jan/san discilities Harry Dochelli said, while manning
tributors are seeking to expand their product
Essendant’s booth at the recent ISSA/INTERofferings.
CLEAN® 2017 North America trade show in
“In this digital age, people say, ‘I just order.
Las Vegas, NV. “Everybody talks about the
I don’t need a supplier for this or for that. I just
B2C experience transferring into B2B (busihave my core supplier.’ We are helping to
ness to business). We see that in all our
bridge that gap with additional products with
channels, which is why I think our brand is
Shown, left to right, during the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America trade show,
which distributors can go to market.
all about powering possibilities for all of our
are Essendant Vice President of Marketing and Digital Services Michael Hauck
“When we think about empowering possicustomers.
and Essendant President of Office and Facilities Harry Dochelli.
bilities, it is all about what can we make pos“We are trying to introduce into the
jan/san channel all of our knowledge that we have accumulated over the years from the sible for our jan/san customers to achieve.”
n No. 2: Essendant’s network of distribution centers (DCs) located throughout the
office segment.
“We’ve been working with jan/san distributors to help them understand technology — United States adds value to its jan/san customers.
Distributors can save shipping costs by utilizing one of Essendant’s DCs located coast-towhat it means, how it plays a role in their businesses, etc. We have digital tools to enhance
coast.
the customer experience.”
“Our drop-ship business is growing at 35 percent,” Dochelli said. “Distributors use our
Dochelli discussed digital marketing and the sales and marketing tools that suppliers and
warehouses to service customers all over the country.”
resalers need to be successful.
n No. 3: Essendant’s digital marketing experience, which includes a suite of advanced
“It all starts with content, an area in which the jan/san industry is a little lagging,” Dochelli
said. “I think larger manufacturers are getting up to speed faster because they are also sell- sales, marketing and digital tools.
“We help distributors understand the digital marketing world,” Dochelli said. “We help
ing to etailers, and there is a high demand for better content.”
them with marketing tools that are different than what they have traditionally used.
(An etailer is a person or company that sells products on the internet.)
“In all three of these areas, we are getting great traction with our customers. The value
“Essendant takes content from many of the manufacturers that are in ISSA,” Dochelli
said. “We aggregate and then enhance that content. Most companies have operational con- proposition is really ringing true.”
Thus far, Essendant’s three-pronged value proposition has especially resonated with larger
tent, but they don’t have what we would call content that is available online to sell their
distributors, although mid-sized companies are beginning to take notice.
products.
“We do very well with the largest distributors, because they really grasp our value propo“We ask the question, what attributes do you want to add to your content that entices the
sition,” Dochelli said. “They are making
end-user to say, ‘That’s the product I want
to buy?’ We provide that content to our re“I don’t think salespeople are going away, as they provide a investments in technology, have large national accounts to service and understand
sellers to put on their websites.”
value-added service, but companies must figure out how that ‘cost-to-capital.’
Indeed, Dochelli reiterated that many
“Many of them are starting to realize,
jan/san companies are challenged by how
value-add marries with, and augments, the digital world.”
rather than buying truckloads of prodto better integrate digital technology into
— Essendant President of Office and Facilities Harry Dochelli ucts, they can buy some truckloads and
their business paradigms.
then buy the rest from Essendant as fill“The traditional jan/san business model
is put ‘feet on the street,’ collect the order, bring it back and make the delivery,” Dochelli said. ins. Customers can then reinvest the capital saved in technology. We are seeing double-digit
As millennials — who tend to be more tech-savvy than their older counterparts — are now growth with the larger guys, but, more and more, mid-sized distributors are coming our way.
the largest demographic in the workplace, the role of the salesperson is also evolving, They are starting to better understand what we offer.”
Dochelli said one of the things that makes Essendant’s network of DCs unique is they are
Dochelli said.
“I don’t think salespeople are going away, as they provide a value-added service, but com- connected electronically from an inventory standpoint.
“If a customer orders from his/her primary DC and that location does not have the prodpanies must figure out how that value-add marries with, and augments, the digital world,”
Dochelli said. “Again, I think jan/san companies are lagging a little in that area. Many com- uct, that order is immediately filled from a secondary warehouse,” Dochelli said. “As a repanies’ sales forces are aging, which makes it a challenge to augment the digital world. Many sult, we have taken what used to be six-week backorders down to one or two days. In addition,
of the older salespeople view their jobs as, ‘I go around and I pick up orders.’ However, their many of our manufacturing partners are buying into this concept, and are coming to us seeking programs that we offer.
jobs in today’s marketplace are to provide value solution selling to customers.
“Our main focus is to get Essendant’s value proposition across. We are trying to make sure
“Today’s salesperson should be saying, ‘I’m going to solve problems to help your business
run better. Furthermore, I have this technology that allows you to place orders in a more ef- people understand who we are, and what we provide.”
Visit www.essendant.com for more information.
ficient manner.’”
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Zephyr Manufacturing Acquires Little Rock Broom Works
Zephyr Manufacturing, Sedalia, MO, has acquired the assets of Little Rock Broom
Works, also known as Chickasaw Broom, located in Little Rock, AR.
“Little Rock Broom Works had been in business since 1900, and is the 7th oldest manufacturer in Arkansas. Selling mostly to hardware stores and jan/san distributors, Little
Rock has a history of manufacturing high quality cleaning products in Arkansas. One of
Little Rock’s most well known products, the Airlight corn broom, will continue to be

manufactured in Zephyr’s facility in Missouri,” according to a press release.
R.J. Lindstrom, president and CEO of Zephyr Manufacturing said, “The addition of Little Rock’s broad line of deck mops and brooms, including the Airlight, will help
strengthen Zephyr’s position in the marketplace as a source for high quality hard floor care
products. We will continue our push for ‘Made in America’ as we add Airlight broom
production into our Missouri plant.”
For more information, visit www.zephyrmfg.com.

Kutol Announces “Stop,
Look & Win” Winners
Kutol Products Company has announced the winners of its ISSA 2017
“Stop, Look & Win” drawing, which
took place at the conclusion of the
event in Las Vegas, NV. The three winners of a $500 gift card were: Terry
Girifalco of Venus Supplies & Service,
LLC, in Schwenksville, PA; Trey Chittom of Augusta Janitorial Supplies,
Inc., in Augusta, GA; and Ignacio Cardenas of Supplyworks, based in southern California.
“Kutol’s ‘Stop, Look & Win’ drawing
encouraged ISSA attendees to learn more
about the company’s new and improved
product offerings. Among those products
are: 70 percent alcohol hand sanitizer gel;
ACTIVE Hair & Body Wash; heavy-duty
hand wipes; new Duraview cartridge and
the re-formulated line of heavy-duty hand
cleaners with no plastic microbeads,” according to the company.
“We had numerous additions to our
product line coming soon and realized the
best way to communicate these new sales
opportunities was to show them in person
at the ISSA Show,” said Dan Renner, director of marketing for Kutol. “Our ‘Stop,
Look & Win’ drawing was a fun way to
meet with people and demonstrate the
various features and benefits.”
Visit www.Kutol.com.

From Spartan Chemical

Terra Glaze® Coating
Seal Used At Las Vegas’
McCarran Airport
Spartan Chemical Company’s Terra
Glaze® terrazzo coating seal was used to
seal and protect the award winning 2017
Job of the Year at McCarran International
Airport in Las Vegas, NV.
“Each year the National Terrazzo &
Mosaic Association (NTMA) honors one
installation for craftsmanship and innovative use of terrazzo materials. This
year, Corradini Corp., terrazzo contractor, was selected for the installation of the
new floor at McCarran International Airport. Composed of 240,000 square-feet
of epoxy terrazzo, the floor at McCarran’s terminal 1 baggage claim, is a
showcase for design detail and meticulous hand craftsmanship in terrazzo that
perfectly captures the character of the
city. Spartan was honored to have played
a part in this impressive transformation,”
said a representative of Spartan.
Visit www.spartanchemical.com.
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Bona® Announces Green Seal™ Approval On Products
Company Also Renews Partnership With Healthy Schools
Campaign To Support Green Clean Schools Program
Bona, manufacturer and distributor of
floor and home care products since 1919,
has received Green Seal approval on two of
its Bona SuperCourt® cleaners, as well as a
cleaner within its Bona Commercial System™ line of cleaning products.
“The certification is part of an ongoing
commitment by Bona to offer premium,
highly effective, environmentally-minded
products for hardwood floors. Bona also announced its renewed partnership with
Healthy Schools Campaign (HSC) to support the Green Clean Schools program,”
said the company.
“Environmental stewardship is core to
our values at Bona. Achieving Green
Seal approval is a milestone in our ongoing commitment to offering the best
possible products for hardwood floors,”
said Cate Vanegas, director of marketing,
Bona US. “From office buildings to gym

floors to the everyday home, Bona makes
hardwood floor care maintenance easy and
keeps hardwood floors looking beautiful.”
Bona said of its products’ benefits:
• The Bona Commercial System™
Hardwood Floor Cleaner Concentrate — a
commercial grade hardwood cleaner that
is safe for daily use, dries fast, leaves no
residue and can also effectively remove ice
melt salt during winter months. Safe for
use on unwaxed, polyurethane finished
wood floors.
• Bona SuperCourt® Cleaner—Athletic
Wood Floor Cleaner Concentrate is a professional strength, waterborne cleaner concentrate formulated for unwaxed,
polyurethane finished wood floors. This
environmentally responsible cleaner designed for gym floor cleaning and auto
scrubbers leaves no residue and will not
dull the floor's finish.

The Natural Way to Dust...

• The Bona SuperCourt® Winter Formula
Cleaner – Athletic Wood Floor Cleaner Concentrate is a professional strength, waterborne cleaner concentrate formulated for
unwaxed, polyurethane finished wood
floors. This environmentally responsible
cleaner will not dull the floor's finish and removes damaging salts and magnesium chloride that may appear on a winter floor.
Bona said, “As a partner with HSC’s
Green Clean Schools program, Bona is helping schools and universities to support student health and wellness through green
cleaning. Bona participated in HSC’s Green

Clean Schools Track at ISSA/INTERCLEAN to bring green cleaning to the forefront of hundreds of school and university
cleaning programs.”
Rochelle Davis, president and CEO of
Healthy Schools Campaign, said, “Over the
past 10 years, HSC’s Green Clean Schools
has promoted green cleaning in schools
through online resources, events, webinars,
education and advocacy.”
Bona US is the North American subsidiary of BonaAB in Malmö, Sweden. For
more information, contact Bona US at (800)
872-5515 or visit www.bona.com.

ACS Industries Cyclone-D™
Diamond Floor Pads
Cyclone-D™ Diamond Floor Pads are productive, cost effective and
environmentally friendly stone care pads. They are designed to clean
and polish, only needing water.
The non-woven pads are made from 100 percent recycled materials. Diamond shape wear indicators allow the operator to see when the
pads need to be replaced. They are available in all pad sizes in grits of
400, 800, 1,500 and 3,000.
Visit www.acsindustries.com for more information.

From QuestSpecialty
Non-Toxic Lice Killers For Hair And Surfaces
“QuestSpecialty has introduced two new lice treatment products
which are minimal risk and have independent lab testing showing their
efficacy,” according to the company.
“FDA regulated, non-toxic DEEP SIX Lice Treatment Spray eliminates adult lice, nymphs, and eggs in hair. Since adult head lice survive up to 24 hours without their human host, and eggs survive up to a week, non-toxic PROWLER Lice Killer kills
lice on environmental surfaces to decrease the spread of lice throughout a building.”
Visit www.QuestSpecialty.com.

DordenSqueegee
Expands U.S. Warehousing For Belgian Moss Floor Squeegees

Soft, supple genuine Ostrich feathers dust effectively,
by gently pulling away the dust from fine objects, bottles
DQGLWHPV\RXGRQ¶WZDQWWRPRYHRUGLVWXUE)HDWKHUV
will hold on to the dust until gently tapped or shaken
away. Feathers, natures way of fine dusting!

Stocked and ready for immediate delivery, full or partial container loads
Included in the expansion are:
• More plastic frame squeegees in 3 sizes
• Additional Moss Squeegees w/splash guard (considered heavy-duty)
• Heavy-duty Red Neoprene available
• Color-coded for food service, hospitals, etc.
• Excellent quality and longevity
• Dries the floor as liquid is being squeegeed
• Sample stock available for evaluation
Belgian-made window squeegees are also available.

Dorden also produces a full line of USA-made squeegees.
P 800.665.0202
Www.lambskin.com

F 204.582.5598

P 204.586.8097
info@lambskin.com
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Contact DordenSqueegee at: Phone 313 834 7910
• Email mmfgcoinc@aol.com • www.dordensqueegee.com

From Berk International
PROformance® DRC Wipers

Berk International’s PROformance®
DRC wipers are cellulose based, disposable,
and offer absorbency and softness with an
wipe-dry ability.
“Made from 100 percent bonded cellulose, this general purpose, highly absorbent
wiper is ideal for medium to heavy-duty
wiping applications, and is a recommended
replacement for Airlaid wipers,” according
to the company.
PROformance® DRC is available in a variety of set ups including flat, ¼ fold, pop-up,
centerpull, hardwound, and kitchen roll towels.
Fitness Wipes Pre-Moistened
Wiper System
Berk International’s Fitness Wipe is a dis-

posable, pre-moistened wiper system specially formulated to clean and deodorize
fitness equipment.
Made from a biodegradable cellulose fab-

ric and infused with a light-dose, quat-based
formula, Fitness Wipes are recommended
for use on surfaces commonly wiped in
gyms, health clubs and fitness facilities.
“With 1,750 sheets per roll, Berk’s Fitness Wipes are among the largest in the industry, reducing change-out time. This
centerpull wiper system is designed for
quick, easy-fill and refill using Berk’s
bucket dispenser or centerpull wall dispenser,” said Berk.
Low Lint Windshield Towels

“Berk International’s Low Lint Windshield Towels are made of 1-ply or 2-ply
blue toweling, with excellent wet strength
and absorbing qualities. Each pack is
banded and easy to load in dispensers,” according to a press release.
Used in the automotive, jan/san, and industrial industries, these towels are recommended for windshield and glass wiping,
cleaning, drying and general use.

DDI System Launches ‘Build-My-Site’ eCommerce
Technology During ISSA 2017
DDI System, manufacturer of ERP software technology, presented several new eCommerce tools and features at ISSA 2017.
According to a company release, “DDI System’s Inform
eCommerce solution is an affordable, real-time storefront that
uses your customer, product, pricing and contact specific information from Inform ERP to populate your webstore. This
real-time information gives distributors up to the minute pricing, product availability and order history with no double
entry.”
New is the company’s Drag and Drop Build-My-Site front
page WYSWYG editor.
“This allows distributors to quickly add images, videos, text
and re-arrange page elements on the fly, without any previous
design knowledge. Users will experience a streamlined approach to customizing web content, placement and design, all while displaying their products, affiliations and premier content with ease.”
Rachel Maley, DDI’s eCommerce solutions analyst, said, “This new technology delivers exactly what distributors need today—an easy to use, highly adaptable and affordable
solution to present products and services to customers. Drag and Drop technology allows
customers to interact with their distributor of choice and provides a professional looking,
unique website that stands out from the competition.”
For more information, visit: www.ddisystem.com/demo.

The Natural Way to Dust...

Call for pricing
at 866-222-BERK
(2375) or
610-369-0600,
and visit
www.berkwiper.com
to view Berk’s
complete line wiping
solutions.

For Fresh Clean Air Indoors. Environmentally Safe, Non-Toxic
& Biodegradable. Absorbs Pollutants & Eliminates Odors.

Did you know that lambs wool is the original green
duster? Natural lambs wool offers exceptional dusting
power with a light static charge and natural oils that attract
and hold dust until spun free. Extendable, bendable, high
& low, a tool for every task, we make them all!

Air Sponge has been successfully utilized as an antidote for offensive odors
and fume pollution in a variety of large-scale commercial applications. Among
others, it has been used in sewer gas treatment facilities, municipal bus and
subway systems, commercial airlines, hotels, hospitals and the restoration of
buildings damaged by fire and other disasters.
For use in Hotels, Hospitals, Commercial-Industrial
Buildings, Home, Office, Car, Boat, Camper, Garage.
Approved by the Asthmatic Association.

Delta Marketing Int’l., LLC
3 Matt Ave., Plattsburgh, New York 12901-3704
518-562-1633 • 800-926-1633 • fax: 518-562-1635

www.naturesairsponge.com

P 800.665.0202
Www.lambskin.com

F 204.582.5598

P 204.586.8097
info@lambskin.com
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PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
Avmor Announces New Hires
And Personnel Changes
Avmor, Quebec, Canada, a North American jan/san cleaning solution manufacturer,
announced new hires and position changes,
effective January 2018.
“Some of these changes are the result of
Avmor's recent decision to begin marketing
its products throughout the United States.
Others reflect the company's expansion
throughout Canada,” according to Mike
Sawchuk, chief business development manager for Avmor.
The following are the personnel changes:
• Brian Walsh: Walsh has more than 25
years industry experience working with
such companies as Mister Chemical, Bunzl,
Morgan Scott, and Robinson Solutions. He
will be Avmor's Ontario - East Territory
manager;
• Paul Goldin: Goldin has held a leading
role in Avmor for several years, and is the
president elect of ISSA. He will be leading
Avmor's sales efforts in Western Canada and
will assume the role of sales force effectiveness and enablement;
• Tracey Caville: A jan/san industry veteran, Caville will be leading Avmor's corporate and strategic accounts, as well as the
Ontario and Western Canada regions;
• Mike Watt: Watt has over 25 years of
industry experience including leading the
operations of a building service contractor;
he was a sales leader at Swish; and worked
at Ecolab before joining Avmor. He heads
Avmor's product development team, as well
as internal and external product training
programs;

• Mike Rys: Rys joins Avmor after working at Betco, Superior Solutions, and Ecolab Professional Products. He will be head
Avmor's sales team in the Ontario region as
well as working in the company's Food
Service Division; and,
• Laura Poce: Poce will be expanding her
role as pricing coordinator, by assisting in
the processing of specialty sales.
“We are still actively looking for a territory manager to help us in the Vancouver,
Canada, greater area,” said Sawchuk. "And
while we are signing up distributors in the
U.S., we are still looking for more.”
Visit www.avmor.com.

manager with Coverall North America.
Ailene Grego is president of SouthEast
LINK; a distributor supplying cleaning
products for 70 years.
For more information,
visit www.southeastlink.com.

ceived a bachelor’s degree in political science and government.
Visit www.spartanchemical.com.

Spartan’s Nate Grimmett
Promoted To Regional Manager,
Milwaukee Region

MRO Supply, Fairburn, GA, has recently
become a Triple S (SSS®) member-dealer.
Under the agreement, Atlanta MRO Supply has the right to market the complete line
of SSS® brand cleaning products and systems and have access to the Triple S Achieve
Workloading analysis tools.
SSS® products are used to clean and
maintain healthcare facilities, hotels, schools,
colleges, offices, malls, airport terminals,
government and many other facilities.
Eric Flinton, Triple S president, said, "We
are pleased that MRO Supply Owner Phillip
Consolino, and his team, now belong to the
Triple S family. We look forward to a longterm relationship, as well as the opportunity to
assist them in their efforts to provide lowest
total cost solutions to their customers through
the application of professional products, systems, training and world class logistics.”
“Based in Billerica, MA, Triple S is a
member-owned, national distribution, networking, sales, marketing and logistics company in the facility maintenance industry.
With 121 member-dealers, and three regional distribution centers across the United
States, Triple S offers nationwide service to
the education, healthcare, commercial, industrial, and government markets,” said the
company.
For more information,
visit www.triple-s.com.

SouthEast LINK Hires
New Sales Manager

Nate Grimmett

Mark Searcy

Atlanta, GA’s, SouthEast LINK has
named Mark Searcy sales manager. Searcy
has spent about 30 years in the healthcare and
building service contracting industries. Prior
to joining SouthEast Link, Searcy’s most recent position was as global operation support

Spartan Chemical has promoted Nate
Grimmett to the role of regional manager for
the Milwaukee region.
Formerly, Grimmett was an outside sales
rep for Cintas in St. Louis, MO. While at
Cintas, he was responsible for prospecting
and aquiring new accounts. Prior to that, he
worked as an inside sales rep at Teeco Solutions. He was also employed by Northwestern Mutual, as a financial representative,
where he generated new accounts and established financial plans.
Grimmett graduated from Illinois State
University in Normal, IL, where he re-

BYOB From Bullen

Be Your Own Brand
Helps A Company
Have Its Own Brand
KillsDual
bacteria
and viruses Wipes
Textured
AlcoholTough
and bleach
on free
build-up,

Great for schools and health care

gentle on equipment

800.328.2282
651.645.5721
info@brotex.com

Check out our new and
improved website at
www.brotex.com

“The Bullen Company’s BYOB,
or Be Your Own Brand, can help
a company have its own brand.
BYOB can give a company a competitive advantage. The BYOB
program, combined with BFS,
Bullen Fulfillment Services,
jump starts a company’s ecommerce offering to Ebay, Amazon
and other sites,” according to a
company press release.
“BFS is a solution to distributors that want to sell via ecommerce to sites like Amazon,
Jet.com, Ebay, Etsy and more.
Bullen provides the product manufacturing of your brand, and the
expertise in getting the product to
market with your preferred vendor. There is no need for you to
purchase the product, have it
shipped to your location and then
ship it to the vendor.”
For more information, visit
bullenonline.com.
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New Member-Dealer
MRO Supply Joins Triple S

From The Bullen Companies
WINTERINSE And Liquid Ice Melt
“WINTERINSE will eliminate
the white film from ice melt chemicals that are deposited at entrance
ways, and can be tracked over other
flooring and carpeting. Just mop
with WINTERINSE,” said Bullen.
The features include:
Floors look better: Eliminates
the white film from ice melt chemicals that deposit at entrance ways
and tracks over other flooring and
carpets;
Finishes and floors last longer:
Ice melt chemicals attack floor polishes to dull their gloss
and necessitate premature stripping and recoating;
Easy to use: Just mop on and mop off. No need for scrubbing. Works like magic in one application;
Saves labor: A few cents worth of WINTERINSE does
the job better than many dollars worth of hard work; and,
Reduces slip hazards: Wet floors are more slippery, and
floors covered with ice melt film stay wet longer because
the compounds are hydroscopic and hold water.
“In addition, Liquid Ice Melt is a fast acting liquid used
for ice removal and ice prevention.
It leaves no harmful or unsightly
film. This product will break up ice
and packed on snow in less than 20
minutes for easy removal by plow,
shovel or broom. As a pre-spray it
will make plowing and shoveling
easier.”
The features include:
Safe for all surfaces: Liquid Ice
Melt is safe for all surfaces including concrete, asphalt, glass, and
metal;
Perfect for entry ways: For use on driveways, sidewalks,
steps, landings and outside entrance ways;

Red Case And Cover

Multi use product: Can also be used to remove ice and
snow from cars, trucks, and other motor vehicles; and,
No harmful salts or solvents: Does not contain corrosive salts or toxic solvents.
The Bullen Companies is a manufacturer in the floor care,
carpet care, and odor control market and has been serving
the janitorial supply industry since 1939. Its line of branded
products include: Airx, Truekleen, Clausen, e-clean,
SanoVerde, Road Off and One Up along with private label
programs world-wide.
New Formulations For Its Blend-a-Chem Program
The Bullen Companies has new enhanced product formulations for its Blend-AChem program.
“Blend-A-Chem is a performance chemical delivery system. It is a 30 percent lower
end-use cost, dilution rates are 100 percent accurate, and
shipping less water reduces freight cost,” said the company.
Bullen described its program:
•Blend-A-Chem Fill Station: Two component sets of ingredients packaged in either 5-gallon or 15-gallon sizes produces 1,810 to 5,430-gallons of ready-to-use cleaner;
•Blend-A-Drum: Two component sets of ingredients
packaged in 4X1 cases, with each set yielding a 55-gallon
drum of concentrated chemical ready for further dilution;
•Blend-A-Chem Bulk: Blend-A-Chem products can also
be delivered in 55s, 275-gallon totes and tanker wagons for
large volume users; and,
•Blend-A-Chem Consulting: The Bullen Companies
R&D lab can assist customers with regulatory compliance,
custom formulating and new product development.
The Bullen Companies is a manufacturer in the floor care,
carpet care, and odor control market, and has been serving
the janitorial supply industry since 1939. Its line of branded
products include: Airx, Truekleen, Clausen, e-clean,
SanoVerde, Road Off and One Up, along with private label
programs world-wide.
Visit Bullen at www.bullenonline.com.

New Look For U.S. Battery
Manufacturing’s Deep-Cycle
Flooded Lead Acid Batteries
“U.S. Battery Manufacturing is changing the appearance
of its flooded leadacid line of deepcycle batteries to a
bright red case and
cover. The decision to move to an
all red battery will
eliminate the various colored cases
and covers seen on
several U.S. Battery models. This
change will further
help to streamline our wide-ranging product line into one
recognizable brand,” according to a press release from the
company.
Don Wallace, U.S. Battery CMO/executive v.p. sales and
marketing, said, “The change to the new red case and cover
is only aesthetic. Current model configurations, internal
structures, initial capacity advantages, and cycle-up to full
capacity ratings are unchanged.”
The press release said, “U.S. Battery dealers and distributors will see the new red/red batteries as a rolling change
as the previous color options are slowly phased out. Initially, the case/cover color change will only affect these
U.S. Battery models: US250 XC2; US250HC XC2; US305
XC2; US305HC XC2; USL16 XC2; US L16HC XC2;
US185 XC2; US185HC XC2; US24DC XC2; US27DC
XC2 and US31DC XC2.”
U.S. Battery products are manufactured and assembled
by hand in the United States.
For more information on sizes, ratings and applications
for a variety of electric powered vehicles and markets,
visit www.usbattery.com.

From Bar Keepers Friend

Fast, Effective
Cleansers For Uses
Including Food Service
And Food Processing
Bar Keepers Friend (BFK) cleansers include Powder, Soft Cleanser or MORE
Spray+Foam liquid.

“BKF is fast and highly effective at
cleaning or restoring stainless steel, chrome,
fiberglass, ceramic, tile, porcelain, brass,
copper and many other hard non-stone surfaces. BFK products are used successfully
in such diverse worksites as health care, education, resorts, lodging, government, marinas, metal-working, and food service and
food processing.”
For more information, e-mail
kpatterson@barkeepersfriend.com.
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New From National Chemical Laboratories, Inc.
The DUAL-BLEND® Chemical Management System
National Chemical Laboratories, Inc., also now offers its
DUAL-BLEND® Chemical Management System.
NCL said, “The system offers simple, easy-to-operate dispensing equipment, peak performance products, sustainable
cleaning solutions which are portable or lockable wall mounted.
Choose from 13 products for restroom care, general housekeeping and other cleaning tasks, including five Green Seal™
certified products.”
MAIN SQUEEZE® Super Concentrated
Dilution Control System
National Chemical Laboratories, Inc., (NCL) now offers its
DUAL-BLEND® Super Concentrated Dilution Control System.
NCL said, “The system provides precise dilutions, right in
the palm of your hand. The MAIN SQUEEZE™ container
comes complete with its own built-in measuring spout. No dispenser to install, no maintenance costs, no plumbing restrictions.
Just remove the cap, squeeze to fill the measuring chamber, and
pour the concentrate into a spray bottle, bucket or auto-scrubber
tank. Choose from four products, including two Green Seal™ Certified products.”
Established in 1946, National Chemical Laboratories, Inc., is a privately held company
that manufactures cleaning products for the commercial, industrial, and institutional cleaning industries. The company develops and markets across the United States through jan/san
distributors, and in 50-plus countries around the world. www.nclonline.com.

AbCo Is New Member Of RDA Advantage
RDA Advantage, an independent group
of food service and sanitary maintenance redistributors, announced that AbCo Wholesale Supply is its newest member.
“Headquartered in Arlington, TX, AbCo
has serviced food service and sanitary maintenance distributors across Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Northern Louisiana for
the past 30 years. While focusing on sanitary and food service supply, AbCo also offers warehousing and 3PL services.”
Ray Abernathy, AbCo president, said,
“AbCo Wholesale is looking forward to
working with the RDA Advantage group and
its affiliates. We hope to be a great asset in

terms of production, while gaining market
knowledge from the members.”
RDA Advantage Chairman Wayne Littlefield said, “AbCo Wholesale is a welcome
addition to the RDA Advantage group. AbCo
brings engaged owners, veteran sales leadership and personalized service, which further benefits distributor customers and
supplier partners.”
RDA has distribution centers across the
United States and Canada.
“RDA Advantage members sell only to
distributors, never to end-users,” according
to the group.
www.rdaadvantage.com

From Royce Rolls Ringer Company

Stainless Steel Rectangular Receptacles
From Royce Rolls Ringer Company
The Royce Rolls Ringer Company now offers its Stainless Steel
Rectangular Receptacles.
“These receptacles are made of
durable type 304, 18-gauge stainless
steel, and are welded watertight.
They are available in multiple sizes
for a variety of uses, including the
collection of trash, recycle, and organic. Custom sizes and mounting holes are an option, as well as the add-ons listed below:
• Hinged lid to fully cover waste;
• Liner frames in different styles for trash, organic, paper or bottles that hold and
conceal liners/bags in place; and,
• Wheeled carriers for a 2-3 bin traveling system.
Royce Rolls Rectangular Receptacles are manufactured in the United States, and are
covered by a 10-year guarantee against manufacturer defect.
Call 800-253-9638 or visit www.roycerolls.net/RectangularReceptacles for more
information.

oyce
olls
inger

Company

90
- Durable, Stainless Steel Carts & Fixtures
- 10 Year Guarantee Against Breakage
- All Carts are Shipped Assembled

Locking
0LFUR¿EHU
7XEV

0LFUR¿EHU0RS6\VWHP
MANUFACTURED

IN THE USA

Request your free catalog today!

www.RoyceRolls.net
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Traditional Mop System

toll free 800-253-9638

fax 616-361-5976

Destroy Snow and Ice... Nothing Else
Does Not Contain Harmful Calcium or Magnesium Chloride

Effective
fective to -20˚F/-32˚C

Effective to -8˚F/-22˚C

Safer Choice Approved
Meets U.S. EPA Safer Product Standards
epa.gov/saferchoice

Nonfood Compounds Program Listed
Superior Sno-N-Ice C1 131490
Premiere Ice Melter C1 131489

Industries

®

For information, please call 1.800.453.4931 or visit www.cpindustries.com

ADVERTORIAL

Essity Showcases New Products At ISSA/INTERCLEAN®

I

t’s been a busy year for Essity, a leading global hygiene and health company
that develops, produces and sells personal care (baby care, feminine care, incontinence products and medical solutions), consumer tissue and professional
hygiene products and solutions.
It was announced in June that SCA’s hygiene business would be renamed Essity,
helping the company better create opportunities to diversify into new health product
groups. Then, in September at the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America trade
show, in Las Vegas, NV, several new products and
programs were highlighted at Essity’s booth, focusing on evolving customer needs in the years ahead.
“Our company is focused on hygiene, health and
well-being. We made the change to Essity as we felt
that moving our forest company (SCA) further away
from our focus on hygiene and health allowed us —
and our customers — to better succeed in these important areas,” Essity President of Professional Hygiene Don Lewis said, during this year’s
ISSA/INTERCLEAN. “Anytime you have a name
change within a company, there is a lot of attention to
what that new name is designed to focus on. In our
Essity President of Professional
case, ‘Essity’ is a combination of ‘essential’ and ‘neHygiene Don Lewis
cessity,’ which works well for us. Essity will also
continue to build its Tork brand, which celebrates a 50th anniversary in 2018.”
Among the Essity products and services highlighted at the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America trade show were:

n TORK PEAKSERVE™ CONTINUOUS™ HAND TOWEL SYSTEM —
“This revolutionary dispensing
system is designed to better serve
high-traffic restrooms. Neither a
roll towel nor a folded towel system, Tork PeakServe™ is setting a
new standard for hand towel dispensing, improving both end-user
and cleaning staff experiences,”
Claude Corcos, marketing director, commercial segment of
Essity Professional Hygiene
Business, said.
Dispenser refill flexibility with
Tork PeakServe™ allows cleaners
to tackle the task with it suits
them, and save time by not having
to frequently check refill levels.
Continuous towel technology connects the top and bottom of each
compressed towel bundle, allowTork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Hand Towel System
ing them to interlock and dispense
continuously. This process better serves crowded restrooms without interruption, and
without tabbing or jamming, which can put dispensers out of play.
“Tork PeakServe™ also provides high capacity benefits. A single dispenser holds up
to 2,100 towels or 1,500 feet of toweling — 25 percent more than any other towel system on the market today,” according to Essity. “By serving up to 600 more guests between refills than traditional dispensers, this gives staff greater peace-of-mind to focus
on more important cleaning tasks, without fear of product runout.”
n TORK CORELESS HIGH CAPACITY BATH TISSUE SYSTEM — “This
efficient and reliable system combines a compact,
space-saving roll with highquality, soft tissue. The
Tork Coreless High Capacity Tissue Dispenser in Elevation design holds two
rolls and requires less restocking,” Grant Rowe,
product manager, Essity
AfH Professional HyTork Coreless High Capacity Bath Tissue System
giene, said.
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He added that two coreless rolls equal five conventional tissue rolls. This is ideal for
medium- to high-traffic restrooms, where there is a focus on guest satisfaction, while
saving time and labor by requiring fewer refills. Also, EPA-compliant and FSC-certified, Tork Coreless Bath Tissue is 100 percent bath tissue — nothing more, nothing
less. This allows property managers to manage waste effectively and responsibly, while
reducing environmental impact.
Without the traditional cores, corrugated packaging and inner wrappers of conventional bath tissue products, the Tork Coreless High Capacity Bath Tissue System also
increases restroom efficiency and saves storage space.
n TORK EASYCUBE™ INTELLIGENT FACILITY CLEANING — Facility
managers work hard to
keep restrooms clean and
properly supplied. However, when it comes to
large facilities with multiple restrooms and high
visitor volume, this task
becomes increasingly difficult. To better optimize
cleaning efficiency, the
Tork EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility Cleaning
provides managers with
real-time bathroom traffic and dispenser supply
level data — down to
each restroom and individual stall. This is done
through sensor-equipped
Tork hand towel, bath tissue and soap dispensers.
Tork EasyCube™ Intelligent Facility Cleaning
By monitoring and
tracking restroom usage, Tork EasyCube™ provides actionable data to cleaning staff
managers. This allows staff to make decisions determined by a more efficient, needsbased method, rather than a uniform schedule rooted in estimation.
n ESSITY AND MICROSOFT PARTNER ON INTERNET OF THINGS —
“Essity and Microsoft have announced a partnership to leverage the power of big data
and cloud computing, further enhancing Essity’s market-leading hygiene and health
products and solutions around the world,” Jimy Baynum, director of market development, North America, Essity Professional Hygiene Business, said.
He added that Essity will implement Microsoft’s Azure cloud-based computing platform. Azure is a collection of integrated cloud services used to build, deploy and manage applications through Microsoft’s global network of data centers.
“We always want to partner with industry leaders to make sure that we are getting and
using the best and newest technology for the benefit of our customers,” Baynum said.
“Partnering with Microsoft helps Essity maintain important data in the best and fastest
possible way, as well as adding greater security and privacy for this data, which is very
important to customers.”
EVOLVING WITH THE TIMES
s the Tork brand heads into its second half-century of providing solutions for
improved hygiene and health, Lewis said there remains a continual need to
evolve as a brand and as a company — helping additional distributors, and
their end-user customers, in the process.
“As more people in the cleaning business value time and labor savings, we want to
make sure Essity is the company that best provides these solutions,” Lewis said. “Technology continues to evolve. Therefore, our company must also change. That is why we
spend more time seeking new solutions, such as with Tork PeakServe™ and Tork EasyCube™.
“We owe this to our customers, helping them properly care for washrooms and other
areas of a facility, while having greater access to data-driven technology. This is all
part of providing a more holistic approach to building maintenance.”

A

Visit www.essity.com
and www.torkusa.com
for more information.

New Products From Air-Scent International
“The new Aroma Beam™ scent delivery
system utilizes totally dry vapor technology.
There are no messy liquids or sprays, and
no complicated timers to set. Aroma
Beam™ is simple to control with the intuitive Scent Bridge™ smart phone app for
Android and iOS,” said the company.
“Delicately traced Scentsia™ fragrance
formulations are developed specifically for
experiential scenting in large spaces.”
Visit www.airscent.com/aromabeam.

New Battery/Electric Professional
Air Care Diffuser System

Air-Scent® International now offers the
Aroma One™ fan air care dispenser.
The diffuser allows for a choice of three
fan-cycle settings:
•Continuous (30-day) operation;
•Linear (30-day) operation for more even
refill performance; and,
•Extended (60-day) cycle.
“The Aroma One™ also switches from
battery to electric power on the fly with the
simple insertion of the included power
cord,” said the company.
The Aroma One™ utilizes all Air-Scent®
refills. Visit www.airscent.com/aromaone.
New Aroma Beam™ Large Area App
Controlled Scent Diffuser

Air-Scent® International has introduced
a patented large-area scent diffuser for scent
marketing applications.

New Spiralz™ 60 Day Air Care Refill

“Air-Scent® International has a patentpending line of air care refills that work by
a new method. Spiralz™ capillary spiral refills provide effective linear odor control for
a full 60 days without the need for fans, batteries or powered diffusion of any type,” according to a press release.
“Though Spiralz™ holds more odor
counteractant fragrance than competing
brands, it will not leak, spill or drip in use or
shipping. Spiralz™ simple-to-service dispenser was developed specifically with
jan/san consumers in mind. Choose from 12
trending fragrance. Distribution opportunities are now available.”
Contact Air-Scent® International at
800-247-0770 or 412-252-2000 or visit
www.airscent.com/spiralz.

From Trojan Battery

Lead Battery Industry Employees Tell Their
Stories In New Good Neighbors Video
“A new video features heartfelt stories
from employees and community leaders
who share their experiences working in an
industry that prioritizes safe, sustainable and
innovative practices in the workplace. Supported by Essential Energy Everyday, the
Good Neighbors video showcases the dedicated people behind the great companies
that make up the lead battery manufacturing
and recycling industries, and their commitment to being good neighbors in their communities,” said Trojan Battery.
“The video covers many of the reasons
why it’s exciting to work in this industry.
From new technologies that make work
safer, to the story of an employee whose job
has enabled her to build homes for herself
and her parents, the powerful video provides
an inside look into the innovative work behind advanced lead batteries. These personal experiences also touch on the
industry’s commitment to protect the environment, contribute to the local economy
and volunteer for local charity initiatives.”

According to a press release, “Lead battery manufacturing is one of the most sustainable industries in the country and
generates nearly $30 billion in positive economic impacts for the United States every
year. At a recycle rate of more than 99 percent, lead batteries are recognized by the Environmental Protection Agency as the most
recycled consumer product in the U.S., and
its circular economy (producing, distributing, collecting spent batteries and recycling)
helps ensure its continued sustainability.”
U.S. Representative Charlie Dent said,
“Lead batteries are being recycled at a remarkably high rate. Lead batteries are going
to be a part of our future, and there is a lot
of opportunity for the battery industry more
broadly.”
Essential Energy Everyday is supported
by the two global trade associations that represent the lead battery and lead industries,
the Battery Council International and the International Lead Association.
Visit www.trojanbattery.com.

Spartan Chemical Named Supplier Of The Year By National Association
For The Employment Of People Who Are Blind
Spartan Chemical Company was selected as the 2017 Supplier of the Year by the National Association for the Employment of People Who Are Blind (NAEPB) and the National Industries for the Blind (NIB).
“This award is presented annually to one supplier from the large business category that
has provided quality products or services to the industry in a manner that allows NAEPB
and NIB to meet stringent customer demands,” said Spartan.
John Swigart, president of Spartan Chemical Company, said, “Spartan Chemical is
honored to be recognized by the AbilityOne® program. We are proud to support them
and the good work that they do.”
Visit www.spartanchemical.com.

From APC Filtration, Inc.

Relocates Head
Office To
Brantford,
Ontario, Canada

- Chemical-free
- Non-toxic
- Bacteriostatic
- Does not scratch
- Ecological

W.C.
EASY REMOVAL OF HARD WATER
STAINS, LIMESCALE, RUST & MILDEW
Supermarkets
DIY Stores
Janitorial Supplies
Hardware Stores

FAST & EASY CLEANING
FOR PORCELAIN TOILETS
POLYDROS, S.A.
La Granja, 23
Pol. Industrial
28108 ALCOBENDAS
(Madrid) - SPAIN

E-mail: info@cleaningblock.com
Tel. +34 91 6610042
Fax +34 91 6618985
www.cleaningblock.com

Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration Inc., has recently relocated its
head office to a new, state-of-the-art
facility in Brantford, Ontario, Canada.
“Thanks to customer support and
business expansion, we had outgrown
our previous location. Our new facility
will provide much needed space for
future growth and expansion,” said the
company.
APC can be reached at
888-689-1235, or by email at
customerservice@apcfilters.com
or visit www.janitized.com
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Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217

Intercon Commemorates 35th Anniversary

Nyco Awards 2017 Rep Of The Year Honors
Nyco’s portfolio over the past year.
J.J. Shearer Company, located in Minnetonka, MN, represents Nyco’s janitorial
and food service business in the Upper
Midwest region, including North Dakota,
South Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa and part of
Wisconsin. In business
since 1932, the organization has represented
Nyco since 2007.
K.J.A., Inc., represents Nyco’s janitorial,
industrial and foodservice products and services in the Midwest,
including Missouri, KanPictured left to right from the J.J. Shearer Company are:
sas, Nebraska and southSteve Zellmer; Jay Shearer; John Wunderlich, National V.P.
ern Illinois. Established
of sales for Nyco; Karri Klein and Rik Schubel.
in 1979, and based in St.
Louis, MO, K.J.A. began its partnership with
Nyco in 2014.
John Wunderlich, vice
president of sales for
Nyco said, “Nyco has
been highly impressed
with the way K.J.A. and
J.J. Shearer have represented us this past year.
They have put in a lot of
hard work and dedication.
We are proud to have
Pictured left to right from K.J.A. are: John Wunderlich,
them as part of our team.”
national V.P. of sales for Nyco; Jennifer Wells, president;
Nyco is a privately
Gary Smith, Ken Blucker and Jim Morris.
owned manufacturer of
The awards were presented during the national cleaning brands and distributor
2017 ISSA Show. Nyco said each agency private branded chemicals.
received the award based on outstanding
For more information,
sales growth and percentage of growth of
visit www.nycoproducts.com.
Nyco Products Company recently
awarded manufacturers representatives
J.J. Shearer Company and K.J.A., Inc.,
Nyco Representative of the Year awards
for 2017.

Jim Epstein, right, CEO of Intercon Chemical & Clearly Better, LLC, received
a plaque from Richard Schroeder, executive vice-president, commemorating
the 35th anniversary of Intercon Chemical. Epstein was joined, at ISSA 2017,
by other Intercon team members including several with 10 to 30 years of service.

Andersen Co. Announces Sales Rep Awards

Pictured left to right are: Anthony D’Angelo, Abby Ryan, Scott Andersen,
Tony Sexton, Neron Hinton, Lee Smith and Mike Andersen.

The Andersen Company recently announced its Sales Rep award winners for
2016-2017.
The company’s most prestigious award,
the 2017 Walter Andersen Award, named
after the founder of the company, was recently presented to the Hinton Sales team.
Hinton Sales has been a leading sales rep
group for The Andersen Company for many
years, with steady growth on an annual basis.
Other awards presented included:
1. 2017 Northeast Region MVP - Mark
Anton, Market Advantage Plus;
2. 2017 Midwest Region MVP - Wendy

Osborne, Osborne Marketing;
3. 2017 Southeast Region MVP - Neron
Hinton, Hinton Sales; and,
4. 2017 Western Region MVP - David
Barns, Access NorCal.
The Andersen Company originated in
1974. Since then, it has become a developer
and producer of high performance mat
products. With beginnings in the janitorial/sanitary supply markets, it has expanded
into markets including safety/industrial,
food service, floor covering and commercial catalog markets.
Visit www.andersenco.com.

AMES Acquires Harper® Brush Works
AMES has announced its acquisition of Harper® Brush Works, (Harper) of Fairfield, IA. Harper manufactures a line of cleaning products including push brooms,
mops, buckets and dustpans.
According to a press release from AMES, “Harper is a leader in the push broom category for professional applications with distributions at Lowe’s, The Home Depot,
industrial suppliers and other AMES channels. Harper’s manufacturing will complement AMES’ expertise in manufacturing wood-handled tools.”
Harper will continue to operate as a separate business unit. The company said there
will be no disruption of Harper’s day-to-day operations.

Cascades PRO™ Named Platinum
Supplier Of The Year By Balpex
2016 rebranding of its professional products
intended for businesses, industries and institutions. A major sales and marketing effort made it possible to
increase awareness of the
product line in a simplified manner.”
This award follows
the recognition received
earlier this year by U.S.based NETWORK® for
the Cascades PRO™ restructuring effort.
The Cascades PRO™
Pictured from left to right are: Gus Deagazio, vice president of membusiness unit is part of
ber services, Balpex; Bill Buist, Ontario sales director, Cascades
Cascades Tissue Group.
PRO™Canada; Sandra Hudon, vice president, North American sales,
The company offers hand
Cascades PRO™; Danièle Seguin, national sales director, Cascades
towels, bath tissue, napPRO™ Canada; Eric Paul, sales director, Eastern Canada, Cascades
kins, kitchen roll towels,
PRO™ Canada; Giselle Chartrand, president, of Balpex.
facial tissue, wipers and
giene category at the 2017 Balpex Supplier dispensers, sold through distributors.
Balpex is a not-for-profit collective assoSummit. The award is presented to the
supplier that achieved exceptional per- ciation for independent Canadian busiformance in its business sector,” according nesses in the distribution industry.
to a press release.
For more information about Cascades
“The Cascades PRO™ division earned
PRO™, visit www.cascadespro.com.
this award and recognition in part due to the
“Cascades Tissue Group was recently
presented with the Platinum Supplier of
the Year award in the Cleaning and Hy-
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Essity provides the Tork brand of professional hygiene products and services for end-users ranging from restaurants and health care facilities to offices, schools and industries. Products include
dispensers, paper towels, toilet tissue, soaps, napkins, and industrial and kitchen wipers.

The J&M Technologies booth had great interest from ISSA attendees as the company unveiled
its next generation of e-commerce. The new e-commerce program features a simplified graphic layout, content-rich product pages, embedded videos and product brochure libraries.

Haviland Corporation manufactures premium floor and window squeegees; aftermarket replacement blades, gaskets and splash guards for floor machines; paving and roofing tools; waterbrooms; serrated squeegees and more. The company’s representatives would like to thank
everyone who stopped by the Haviland booth during this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN®. Pictured, left
to right, are Joyce Dudenhoeffer, marketing director; Alice Andrews, executive vice president;
Jan Haviland, president; and Randy Wolfe, senior manager/replacement parts division.

Expanded Technologies Corp., manufactures floor, furniture and surface protectors for all
environments. This includes homes, offices, hospitals, restaurants, hotels and schools. The company’s products save money for end-users by reducing damage and wear to floors caused by moving furniture. Shown, left to right, are company representatives Bret Bushey, vice president; and
John Zvolensky, sales.

Among the different products offered by Lindhaus USA are single- and dual-motor commercial vacuum cleaners, LS50 electric and hybrid wide path vacuum cleaners, LW30 and LW38
floor scrubbers and LW46 wide path floor scrubbers.

Bona US has created a world of innovative and sustainable solutions for every wooden floor challenge — from installation and renovation to maintenance and care — with the needs and safety
of customers, and the environment, in mind.
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Intercon Chemical Co., Inc., has been a broadline manufacturer since 1982, serving the institutional, janitorial, health care and specialty chemical industries. Back Row, Left to Right: Scott
S. Petersen, VP Sales & Business Development; Jim Smith, Vice President: Technical Services, Research & Development; Jeff Huber, Vice-President-Operations; Jory Montgomery, Clearly Better Solutions Business Development; and Richard Schroeder, Executive Vice-President. Front Row, Left to
Right: Jim Epstein, CEO Intercon Chemical & Clearly Better, LLC; Bob Nichols, Midwest Regional
Sales Manager; Becky Woods, Customer Service Coordinator; Kennedy Paulus, Intern Intercon/Clearly
Better; and Jeff Rhodes, VP National Accounts.

XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp., a North American leader in the ice melting industry, was founded
in 1986. With a major focus on the environment, XYNYTH offers its customers several lines of highquality ice melters that are organic, “green” and safe to use. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Kevin Wice, president; Robbie Chakervati, sales executive; and Amy Lin, sales executive .

Trojan Battery Co., is a manufacturer of deep-cycle batteries that provide power for a wide variety of applications, including floor cleaning equipment. Trojan’s operations include four ISO
9001:2008-certified manufacturing plants in California and Georgia, two advanced research and development centers dedicated exclusively to deep-cycle battery technologies, and international offices
located in Europe, UAE and Asia.

Berk International, LLC, is a manufacturer of toweling, tissue and disposable wiping cloths.
The company offers a full range of standard, custom and speciality wipes through distribution
to end-users, with a focus on the jan/san, industrial, health care, food service, automotive, electronics and aerospace markets.

Bullen Companies, Inc., manufactures innovative products that are safer for end-users and the
environment, and also reduce labor and costs. From the first non-butyl cleaner to the original EPAapproved carpet sanitizer to the first floor burnishing gel, Bullen’s products have led the industry in
new ways to clean. Pictured, left to right, are Chris Mitchell, Steve Devito, Bill Huss, Scott Jarden, and
Alex Jarden.

Americo Manufacturing Company is a leading manufacturer of nonwoven products. This
includes OEM items, floor pads with Green Seal-certified Full Cycle® enhanced biodegradation
technology, hand pads, utility pads and floor matting. Throughout its 48-year history, Americo
has been recognized for innovation and quality, as well as its global reach with products currently sold in all 50 states and over 70 countries worldwide.
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RedDot Brands manufactures custom, proprietary towel and tissue dispensing systems.
From left to right are company representatives Laurie Andres, Maria Arriola, Andy Ahrens, and
Danica Speights.

U.S. Battery Mfg., Co., has been building flooded lead acid batteries since 1926. These American-made batteries are long-lasting and dependable for the cleaning industry. Pictured, left to
right, are Michael Harris, director, new accounts development; Michael Coad, director of sales;
Brad Dwan, director of sales, Asia Pacific and Middle East; Michael Wallace, creative manager; and
Don Wallace, CMO/executive vice president, sales and marketing.

Seko Dosing Systems Corporation is a manufacturer and marketer of chemical dispensing and management systems. Seko’s Cleaning and Hygiene Division offers solutions for institutional and light industrial facilities, with an emphasis on warewashing, on-premise laundry
and housekeeping/janitorial applications. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Ed
Thompson, Francesco Fiorentino, Paul Coty, Stefano Folio and Larry Larsen.

Perfect Products, Inc., is a manufacturer of commercial vacuums including CRI and HEPA
vacuum cleaners, janitorial supplies, vacuum cleaner H-10 HEPA bags, battery uprights and
sweepers, and vacuum cleaner parts.

Midlab, Inc., is a leader in creating and growing distributor-owned National Brand chemical
product lines that provide more affordable, profitable and environmentally-conscious choices for
its partners. Midlab has an umbrella of offerings — spanning the most creative private brand
creation team, a bevy of winning formulas, custom manufacturing, affordable pricing, on-thestreet support and more.

Sky Systems Co., Inc., established in 1985, specializes in a variety of bag-in-box systems in
500 ml, 800ml, 1000ml and 8 liters packaging, with a wide range of general and foamy soaps. Sky
Systems also offers a complete line of hand dryers that are suitable for many applications. This
includes office buildings, shops, hotels, restaurants, hospitals and schools. Other products include metered aerosol dispensers, metered aerosol fragrances, gel air fresheners, urinal screens
and rim cages. Pictured, from left to right are: Stella Wu, technical manager; Randy Su, president;
and George Vrionis, sales manager.
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“Stronger Together” was the banner under which ACS Industries, ETC of Henderson, and now
Treleoni Group, were presented at this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® exhibit. The announcement of
ACS purchasing ETC had been made in June, and the “Stronger Together” theme that these two
companies have brought to the cleaning products world is substantial. To add to the excitement, in
September, was the purchase of Treleoni, which further strengthens the ACS Cleaning Products
Group. This combines three powerhouse companies to bring janitorial and food service distributors
a whole new experience.

DDI System, a leader in ERP software for jan/san, paper and packaging distributors, unveiled
several new innovative features for ecommerce and CRM, as well as a refreshed brand at
ISSA/INTERCLEAN®. Pictured, from left to right, at the company booth are Jennifer Rosvally,
Shawn Cotter, Rachel Maley, Steve VanEtten, Adam Waller and Jim Messina.

Pro-Link, Inc., founded nearly 35 years ago, is a national full-service janitorial supply, marketing and buying organization. With over 110-member companies, Pro-Link, owned by its membership,
works to support members with brand development, business and vertical market competencies
and supply chain efficiencies. Representing the Pro-Link team at this year’s ISSA Show were, left to
right, Bruce Seich, CFO and vice president of operations; Jade Moore, marketing coordinator; Michael
Kauffman, director of business development; Brian Slack, CEO and president; Toby Deitzel, regional
manager; Marie Hudson, marketing manager; Mark Prosser, vice president of sales; Amiad Zionpur,
vice president of supply chain; and Karen Froio, central purchasing manager.

Morgro, Inc., provides a variety of ice melter products to suit the needs and applications for
all jan/san industries. The company’s products feature the strictest of specifications when it
comes to particle size and homogeneous coating, while also addressing environmental issues.
Pictured, left to right, are Mark Ihme, regional manager; Perry Madl, (of Mid-America Distributor Sales); and Rick Jensen, vice president.

APC Filtration, Inc., manufactures the Janitized® brand of vacuum bags and filters for the jan/san
industry. Pictured, left to right, at ISSA/INTERCLEAN® are company representatives John Castaldo,
Denise Kirkpatrick, Steve Worrall, Mark Musselman and Tammy Kelly.

RD Industries, Inc., is a global leader in designing, manufacturing and distributing closed
loop chemical containment and dispensing systems. RD Industries’ products are found in chemical packaging for a variety of products used in schools, hospitals, fast-food chains and fivestar restaurants and hotels around the world.
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CP Industries’ Superior® and Premiere® ice melters are EPA Safer Choice-recognized. The
company’s manufacturing facilities are located in Utah, Pennsylvania and Europe. Pictured, left
to right, are Greg Lieber, consultant; Ann Lieber, president; and Fred Lieber.

Universal Business Systems (UBS), Inc., provides fully integrated, mobile software solutions
and more to janitorial, paper, chemical, packaging, food service and safety supply distributors. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives John Conklin, implementation specialist; and
Chris Raffo, president.

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., has been a recognized leader in the formulation and
manufacture of sustainable cleaning and sanitation solutions for the industrial and institutional market since 1956. A proud U.S. employer, Spartan manufactures high quality products
from its state-of-the-art manufacturing facility in Maumee, OH, and sells both domestically
and internationally through a selective network of distribution. Spartan Chemical’s products
and services are used in the building service contractor, education, health care, food service and
processing, lodging/hospitality and industrial markets.

Queenaire Technologies, Inc., features a management team with over 30 years of experience
in the ozone industry. All products incorporate the most up-to-date ozone generating technology
available today. Further, the company’s trained service team offers maintenance and repair on
several different makes and models of ozone equipment. Pictured are company representatives
Susan Duffy, president; and John Fitzgibbons, national account rep.

Lambskin Specialties welcomed the company’s representatives to its booth during this year’s
ISSA/INTERCLEAN®. A variety of new products were presented at the show, eliciting great interest from distributors and end-users alike. The company is a leader is the duster category, featuring wool, feather, synthetic, microfiber and disposable dusters.

Mosquito provides backpack vacuums, spotters, extractors and wet/dry vacs. Mosquito is a Huntington Beach, CA-based manufacturer of floor care equipment, specializing in private labeling. The
company manufactures 6- and 10-quart backpack vacuums, 3-gallon spotters, 16-gallon wet/dry
vacs and 12-gallon extractors.
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Aluf Plastics is a manufacturer of can liners, custom bags and film for the jan/san and other industries. Pictured are company representatives Joe Rosenberg, vice president of sales; Al Tabin, assistant vice president of sales, Northeast; Matt Schulgasser, sales manager, Northeast; and Paul
Sullivan, director of sales, Northeast.

Nexstep Commercial Products, the exclusive licensee of O-Cedar, provides a complete line
of commercial-grade sanitary maintenance items. This includes wet and dust mops, mop sticks,
mop buckets and wringers, janitor carts, waste receptacles and dollies, floor sweeps, angle and
corn brooms, microfiber products and squeegees.

Briarwood Products Co., supplies such items as Shank-free correctional facility tools, Adjusta-Turn surface cleaning tools, wet mop holders, all-plastic floor squeegees, fiberglass extension
poles, dry dust mop frames and sweeping equipment. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Manfred Tomm, vice president; Dayna Piersa, marketing; and Harry Tomm, sales.

Chase Products Co., has been a leader in aerosol product development and innovation
since 1927. Chase manufactures a wide variety of aerosol products including cleaners and
polishes, Safer Choice-certified green cleaners, air fresheners, disinfectants, insecticides,
paints and MRO items.

The Gift Sales Co., offers such items as toilet bowl deodorants, wall blocks, sewer blocks, bowl
cleaners, fly swatters, urinal screens, moth crystals, carpet fresheners, dust pans, bowl mops, bowl
caddies, enzyme blocks, absorbents, enzyme bags, beads, deodorized porta pottys and deodorized jell
cups and sticks for the jan/san and other industries. Pictured are company representatives Katie
Myers and Bill Myers.

For almost 30 years, Michael J. Hawkins, Inc., has been connecting people with opportunities in the janitorial, sanitation and facilities industries. The company celebrated its 3,000th
placement this year, and looks forward to serving the jan/san industry for many years to come.
Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Anthony Trombetta, executive recruiter; and
Michael J. Hawkins, president.
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Nyco Products Company is a manufacturer of specialty cleaning chemicals and sanitary
maintenance brands. Founded in 1920 and family-owned, Nyco has a rich history of innovation
related to cleaning products and solutions, for a wide range of industries and markets. This includes building and facilities maintenance, janitorial cleaning, industrial cleaning, food processing, health care and education.

Air-Scent International manufactures commercial air care products — with emphasis on fan
air freshener dispensers and refills — to distributors, wholesalers and other clients located
throughout the world. The company has its own in-house, full-service fragrance division.

Zephyr Manufacturing Co., Inc., is a family-owned and operated manufacturer. The company supplies cleaning products including wet mops, dust mops, brooms, brushes, dusters and
handles. Zephyr officials highlighted the company’s 90th anniversary while at ISSA/INTERCLEAN®. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Sean Pence, national sales manager; R.J. Lindstrom, president; and Norm Zinck, plant manager.

STEP1 Software Solutions provides Windows-based (Microsoft SQL) distribution software for
the jan/san, industrial paper, packaging supply and safety supply industries. The company’s product is affordable, scalable and easy-to-use, while its support staff understands industry challenges, helping customers make a smooth transition from their current systems to STEP1.

Bro-Tex, Inc., is a wiper converter committed to customized wiping solutions. Additionally, BroTex offers a wide selection of speciality wipes. This includes microfiber towels, premoistened wet
wipes and a “build-your-own” wet wipe system. The company was founded in 1923. Pictured, left
to right, are company representatives Dan Greenberg, sales; and Greg Browne, director of sales.

Bar Keepers Friend is a maker of premium-quality, name-brand powder and liquid scouring
cleaners, plus the new Spray + Foam. For over 130 years, Bar Keepers Friend has been a trusted
brand. Pictured is company representative Kevin Patterson.
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Essendant’s mission is to power its partners’ success by integrating a vast product assortment,
a world-class fulfillment network and a full suite of advanced sales, marketing and digital tools.
Essendant distributes products for several segments, including jan/san and food service. Part of Essendant’s efforts include helping jan/san distributors meet buyer demands for a more business to
consumer (B2C) experience.

The jan/san team at Compass Minerals attended this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN®, presenting
the company’s Safe Step® Pro Series® ice melter product line. Pictured, left to right, are Renata
Shuklaper, assistant product manager; Paul Verdros, customer service representative; Stuart
Robertson, sales support specialist; Michael J. Ross, national sales manager; and Todd Kipper,
director of sales.

Polydros, S. A. has been producing cellular glass products in Spain since 1961. Thanks to more
than 50 years experience, the company has been able to develop different cleaning products, each
one with its specific hardness, for surfaces such as porcelain toilets, grills, barbecues, griddles,
pools and kitchen utensils. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Rafael Espinosa,
product manager; and Guillermo Pietsch, sales manager.

Transmacro Amenities provides hospitality and institutional bar soaps, shampoos and lotions. It’s the exclusive provider of Dial-branded White Marble and Restore amenity lines.
The company also supplies Beach Mist and Fresh Choice collections as well as Good Day
wrapped and unwrapped soaps and amenity liquids. Pictured is Transmacro Amenities Vice
President Monica Bahr.

Delta Marketing International, LLC, offers the Nature’s Air Sponge, which comes in three sizes
and is ideal for the home, office or car. Nature’s Air Sponge is easy to use. Simply remove the sticker
from the cover and place anywhere to effectively eliminate odors. Pictured, left to right, are Charlie
Lawfer, sales manager; and Stephanie Desautels, national account manager.

Starco Chemical, a division of Diamond Chemical, manufactures, packages and delivers
specialty chemical products and other items to the jan/san, food service and wholesale paper
trades. This includes warewash and floorcare products, disinfectants and deodorizers, laundry
products and dispensed flow/dilution control items. Pictured, left to right, are Ron Manfredo,
Martin Zaret, Dave Piekarski, Tom Strnad, Tony Lau, Harvey Wasserman, Roland Picard, Ron
Thomas, Harold Diamond, and Jack Sides.
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Golden Star Inc., is a full-line, vertically integrated manufacturer of professional surface
cleaning tools, systems and accessories. Products include wet and dust mops, microfiber pads
and cloths, dusters, bonnets, corn brooms, push brooms and hardware.

Perform Manufacturing, Inc., has been manufacturing quality chemical products since 1995.
The company produces a complete line of products for the industrial, institutional, construction and
food service industries; and specialty chemicals for janitorial and industrial distributors. These materials are offered under the Perform brand or private label. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Cam Cravens, Josh Crane and J.R. Crane.

The Andersen Company’s
extensive matting range is designed to meet the needs of numerous markets. This includes
commercial, industrial, foodservice, education, healthcare
and hospitality. Founded in
1974, The Andersen Company,
Inc., sets a high standard of
quality for its products, offering a 100 percent customer
satisfaction guarantee.

Kissner Group is a salt and packaged ice melt manufacturer, supplying a wide range of highquality products. Established over 130 years ago, Kissner has evolved to become a trusted market leader, known for providing reliable service to clientele throughout North America. Pictured
is company representative Lara O’Connor, national account manager.

QuestSpecialty Corp., of
Brenham, TX, is a manufacturer of specialty products that
address specific needs in a
number of industries. This includes foodservice, janitorial
maintenance, groundskeeping, industrial, automotive
and fleet maintenance.

Since 1907, FC Meyer Packaging, LLC, has been servicing its folding carton customers with
value-added products, superb quality and turnkey product services — from structural to complete creative design packaging makeovers. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives
Matt Baryshyan, vice president of sales & marketing; Steve Vance, national account manager;
and Kenneth Schulman, president.
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Royce Rolls Ringer Co., is a manufacturer of stainless steel products including housekeeping
carts, utility carts, chair/trash carts, mop bucket/wringer combos, toilet paper dispensers and other
restroom and kitchen fixtures. Pictured are company representatives Bill Swartz, president; and
Abby Murphy, marketing director.

For over two decades, EES Inc., (Effective Environmental Systems) has been providing odor control products for thousands of institutional and industrial businesses across the United States.
EES Inc., is the solution to different maintenance needs, supplying such items as gels, pump
sprays, aerosols, urinal screens and more. Also offered is the company’s line of BugBand natural insect repellent products. EES Inc., representatives pictured, left to right, are Linda Cooper,
industrial products coordinator; Dan Ritter, president; and Vivian Ritter, vice president.

Frank Miller & Sons, Inc., has built a solid reputation as a leading source of high performance
ice melters and absorbents for the jan/san and other industries. Pictured is company president
James Miller.

M2 Professional Cleaning Products Ltd., supplies a variety of cleaning items including
different types of mops, brooms and buckets. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives
Silvio Marino, office administrative; Franca Marino, office manager; Gabriel Marino, vice president; John Martin, account manager; and Gaston Dussault, account manager.

Magnolia Brush Manufacturers, Ltd., offers many types of brushes, brooms, mops, squeegees,
buckets, handles, microfiber items and dust pans for the janitorial supply trade. Pictured, left to
right, are Gary Townes, director of purchasing; Greta Townes, trade show coordinator; and Glenn
Guyette, national sales manager.

Meterpak, Inc., is a manufacturer of quality cleaning and sanitation products that protect
the environment, are sustainable and highly effective. The company is a proud North American
manufacturer. It produces products completely in-house, with no outsourcing. Pictured working at the company booth are Meterpak representatives Dory Chambers and Steven Chambers.
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Royal Paper Converting is a
fully integrated manufacturer of
commercial paper products —
from bath and facial tissue to
hard wound towels; as well as
JRT, napkins, multi-folds, seat
covers and dispensers. Also offered are environmentally sustainable, 100 percent recycled
paper options.

Delamo Manufacturing provides a wide variety of professional cleaning products for the jan/san
and other industries. This includes mops and mop sticks, utility cans, janitor carts, wringer buckets, dust pans, handles, trash cans and safety signs.

Dorden Squeegee had an incredibly successful show at ISSA/INTERCLEAN® 2017. Pictured are
Dorden Squeegee’s floor squeegees. Also pictured are Dorden Squeegee President Bruce Gale, in
addition to booth sales team member Stephanie Hibbert, and a special guest appearance by Dorden Squeegee’s sales team member from Belgium, Pepijn Carlier. Dorden Squeegee’s newest offerings are high-quality, German-crafted window squeegees from Lewi. All inquiries are invited.

Kruger Products L.P. manufactures and distributes premium quality, cost-effective paper solutions through food service and wholesale distributors, warehouse clubs and janitorial-supply
companies. Product lines include one- and two-ply bathroom tissue, facial tissue, napkins, wipers,
paper towels, dispensers and handcare items.

NPS Corp. is building a unique collection of products, services and brands. It strives to be
the company distributors turn
to for industrial, safety and janitorial supplies and solutions.
NPS Corp., offers a range of
products that includes paper
towels, bathroom and facial tissue, napkins, dispensers, wipers
and spill control items.

For over 20 years, Mytee Products, Inc., has been providing professionals in the carpet cleaning and facility maintenance industries with quality products, at the lowest prices possible. Made
in California, and backed by one of the strongest warranties in the industry, every Mytee product
is built to exceed expectations.
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Maintenance Sales News
2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE

A Directory of Manufacturers of Sanitary Supplies, Master Distributors & Buying Groups

We invite your company to participate in our upcoming Buyers’ Guide.
Please complete and return the form below no later than January 2, 2018. (You must return this form to qualify for inclusion.)

Send to Maintenance Sales News, P.O. Box 130, Arcola, IL 61910 USA, or fax to (217) 268-4815.
SUBMITTED BY: _____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

COMPANY NAME: ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY:____________________________________________________ STATE ___________ ZIP______________COUNTRY _____________________

TELEPHONE:_____________________________________________ E-MAIL: __________________________________________________________
WEBSITE: ____________________________ COMPANY OFFICERS: _________________________________________________________________
PRODUCTS: 50 WORD MAXIMUM PLEASE _____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Product Categories

 100. Absorbents: Oil, Grease, & Water
 101. Acoustical Cleaning Chemicals
& Equipment
 102. Adhesives
 103. Aerosols
 104. Air Filtration Equipment
 105. Anti-Graffiti Systems
 106. Anti-Static Chemicals
 107. Ash Trays
 108. Associations/Societies
 109. Automatic Scrubbers
 110. Automotive Cleaning Specialties
 111. Bacterial/Enzyme Products
 112. Bag-in-the-Box Packaging
 113. Bar Code/EDI Technology
 114. Baseboard Cleaning Machines
& Accessories
 115. Batteries & Chargers
 116. Bedding Supplies
 117. Bird Control Products
 118. Brooms
 119. Brushes
 120. Buckets
 121. Burnishing Equipment
 122. Buying Groups
 123. Candles
 124. Carpet & Fabric Protective Finishes
 125. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Brand
Name
 126. Carpet Cleaning Chemicals-Private
Label
 127. Carpet Cleaning Wands &
Accessories
 128. Carpet Drying Equipment
 129. Carpet Dyeing Systems
 130. Carpet Extractors
 131. Carpet Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
 132. Carpet Spotting Kits
 133. Carpet Sweepers-Electric
 134. Carpet Sweepers-Hand
 135. Carts-Hospital, Janitorial & Maid
 136. Catalog Publishers
 137. Chalkboard/Blackboard Cleaners
 138. Chemical Dispensing Systems
 139. Chemicals-Raw Material
 140. Cleaning Chemicals-Brand Name
 141. Cleaning Chemicals-Private Label
 142. Colorants & Dyes
 143. Computer Systems & Software
 143a. Computer Cleaning Products
 144. Concrete Floor Treatments
 145. Consultants-Advertising
 146. Consultants-Financial

(Please check categories that apply to your major lines only)
 147.
 148.
 149.
 150.
 151.
 152.
 153.
 154.
 155.
 156.
 157.
 158.
 159.
 160.
 161.
 162.
 163.
 164.

 164a.
 165.
 166.
 167.
 168.
 169.
 170.
 171.
 172.
 173.
 174.
 175.
 176.
 177.
 178.
 179.
 180.
 181.
 182.
 183.
 183a.
 184.
 185.
 186.
 187.
 188.
 189.
 189a.
 190.
 191.

 192.
 193.
 194.

Consultants-Marketing
Contamination Control Products
Custodial Garments & Uniforms
Dehumidifying Equipment
Disinfectants-Brand Name
Disinfectants-Private Label
Disinfectants-Raw Material
Dispensers-Paper Products/Soaps
Drain Opener Chemicals
Drain Opener Equipment
Drums
Dusters
Dusting Cloths
Dust Pans
Electric Cord Reels
Electric Motors
Electrical Testing Devices
Emergency Response/Regulatory
Services
Emergency Spill Kits
Escalator Cleaning Machines
Filters
Financial Services
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Restoration Products
Floor Finish Applicators
Floor Finishes-Brand Name
Floor Finishes-Private Label
Floor Machine Motors
Floor Machines
Floor Pad Holders
Floor Pads
Floor Pads-Raw Material
Floor Sealers-Brand Name
Floor Sealers-Private Label
Food Processing Products
Food Service Disposable Tableware
Food Service Equipment & Supplies
Fragrances
Furniture Glides
Gloves
Hand Cleaners
Hand Dryers
Handles-Mop,Broom, Brush &
Telescopic
Hoses-All Types
Human Resources
Hydrogen-Peroxide Cleaners
Ice & Snow Removal Compounds
Insect & Rodent Control Chemicals
& Devices
Insurance Services
International Cleaning Services
Labeling

 195.
 196.
 197.
 198.
 199.
 200.
 201.
 202.
 203.
 204.
 205.
 206.
 207.
 208.
 208a.
 209.
 210.
 210a.
 210b.
 211.
 212.
 213.
 214.
 215.
 216.
 216a.
 217.
 218.
 219.
 220.
 221.
 222.
 223.
 224.
 225.
 226.
 227.
 228.
 229.
 230.
 231.
 232.
 233.
 234.
 235.
 236.
 237.
 238.
 239.
 239a.
 240.
 241.
 242.

Ladders
Laundry Chemicals
Laundry Equipment
Lawn & Turf Chemicals
Lawn & Turf Equipment
Leasing-Equipment
Light Bulbs
Liquid Filling Equipment
Litter Vacuums
Lockers/Storage
Lodging Amenities
Lubricants & Oils
Magazine Publishers
Magnetic Attachment for Vacuums
Marketing Services
Material Handling Equipment
Mats & Matting
Microfiber
Mold Treatment/Prevention
Mop Treatment Chemicals
Mopping Equipment
Mops-Dust
Mops-Wet
Odor Control Chemicals
Odor Control Devices
Ozone Generators
Packaging Equipment
Packaging Supplies
Paint & Paint Products
Paper and/or Food Service Products
Paper Products-Office Supplies
Paper Products-Towel & Tissue
Pavement Patching
Personnel Services
Plastic Bags
Plastic Containers
Polishes-Furniture
Polishes-Metal
Polishes-Plastic
Poly Trash Can Liners
Pool & Spa Chemicals & Equipment
Pre-Measured Chemicals
Pressure Washer Pumps
Pressure Washing Chemicals
Pressure Washing Equipment
Pumps & Dispensers
Purchasing & Marketing Services
Recycling Systems
Repair Parts-Floor Equipment
& Vacuum Cleaners
Restroom Cleaning Equipment
Robotic Cleaning Equipment
Roof Maintenance Materials
Safety Apparel

 243.
 244.
 245.
 246.
 247.
 248.
 249.
 250.
 251.
 251a.
 252.
 253.
 254.
 255.
 256.
 257.
 258.
 259.
 260.
 261.
 262.
 263.
 264.
 265.
 266.
 267.
 268.
 269.

 269a.
 270.
 271.
 272.
 273.
 274.
 275.
 276.
 277.
 278.
 279.
 280.
 281.

 282.
 283.
 284.
 284a.
 285.
 286.

Safety Products, Equipment & Signs
Safety Treads
Sales Incentives
Sanitary Napkins & Dispensers
Scouring Chemicals & Powders
Scouring Pads/Bars
Shampoo Tanks
Smoking Urns
Soaps
Spill Kits-Chemical
Sponges & Chamois
Spray Tanks
Sprayers & Foggers
Squeegees-Floor
Squeegees-Window
Steam Cleaning Chemicals
Steam Cleaning Equipment
Stone Restoration Systems
Striping Machines-Pavement
Surfactants
Sweepers-Electric, Gasoline &
Propane
Sweeping Compounds
Technology Services
Telecommunication Services
Toilet Seat Covers & Dispensers
Toilet/Shower Compartments
Training Consultants, Materials
& Programs
Upholstery Shampoo Machines
& Accessories
Urinal Screens
Vacuum Cleaner Attachments
Vacuum Cleaner Motors
Vacuum Cleaners
Vacuum Tanks
Venetian Blind Cleaning Equipment
& Chemicals
Wall Washing Equipment
Warewashing Chemicals
Warewashing Equipment
Washroom Accessories
Waste Receptacles
Water Brooms
Water Treatment Chemicals &
Devices
Window Cleaning Accessories
Wipers-Cloth
Wipers-Paper & Non-Woven
Wipers Cheesecloth
Wood Treatment-Scratch Remover
Wringers

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.

Over 25 Different
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Cleaning Products

Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition
Phosphate

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate

1-847-705-5400

Chlorine

Visit us at www.meterpak.com for our
complete line of products. For
additional information, please email
us, meterpak@bellnet.ca or give us a
call at (905) 624-0366.

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/anthony-trombetta-50a93a11/

and

Free Automatic Dishwash Detergent,
many types of Laundry Products, Hard
Surface Cleaners, Disinfectants and
Deodorizers, and Specialty Products.

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com
www.linkedin.com/in/mikehawkinsinc

www.mjhawkinsinc.com
Archive Issues of MSN Avilable At

www.maintenancesalesnews.com

www.meterpak.com
Email: meterpak@bellnet.ca
Tel: (905) 624-0366

MAINTENANCE SALES NEWS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES
40 words for $40 per insertion
Additional words - $1 per word (min charge)
Bold face headings - $5.00 • Blind Ad - $25.00
Display Classifieds $70 per column inch
(2 inch minimum)

MAINTENANCE SALES NEWS
ADVERTISERS’ INDEX

Classified Ad deadline date is 1st of preceding month.
Additional charge for blind classified advertising.
PAYMENT SHOULD ACCOMPANY ORDER.

Maintenance Sales News

ACS Industries, Inc...................................13

Lambskin Specialties ..........................36, 37

Air-Scent International.............................33

M2 Professional Cleaning Products, Ltd. ..20

Aluf Plastics................................................15

Midlab...........................................................2

Americo ........................................................5

Mor-Value Parts Co. .................................40

APC Filtration, Inc....................................38

Morgro, Inc. ...............................................17

Bar Keepers Friend...................................39

Mosquito.....................................................39

Berk International.....................................12

Perfect Commercial.....................................3

Briarwood Products LLC.........................27

Perform Manufacturing .....................28, 32

Bro-Tex, Inc................................................38

POLYDROS, S.A.......................................44

Bullen Companies, The...............................8

RD Industries.............................................32

CP Industries..............................................41

Royce Rolls Ringer Co. .............................40

Delta Marketing.........................................37

SEKO Dosing Systems..........................9, 24

DordenSqueegee ........................................36

Sky Systems Co., Inc. ................................18

EES..............................................................28

Tork ...............................................................7

Essendant....................................................35

Trojan Battery ...........................................23

Expanded Technologies.............................21

U.S. Battery ................................................59

Gift Sales Company...................................44

Universal Business Systems, Inc. .............25

Ha-Ste Manufacturing, Inc. .....................16

vonDrehle ...................................................19

Haviland Corporation...............................14

WizKid Products .......................................29

Intercon Chem./Clearly Better ..........30, 60

Xynyth ........................................................43

J & M Technologies ...................................11
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201 E. Main St. • P.O. Box 130 • Arcola, IL 61910
Ph. (217) 268-4959 • Fax: (217) 268-4815
drankin@consolidated.net

Name _________________________________________________________

Company ______________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ____________ Zip_________
No. of Insertions:________ Amount Enclosed: $________

Phone ___________________ Email _________________________________

Heading or Classification __________________________________________

Authorized Signature _____________________________________________
Copy __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

ENDURANCE

Plus

Power That Stands Out!

HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

WWW.USBATTERY.COM

New FDA Food Truck Rule…SOLVED!
The Clearly Better Food Truck Cleaning & Sanitation Solution!

FSMA SOLUTION

CLEARLY BETTER CHEMISTRY & EQUIPMENT SYSTEM
LOWEST COST. SHORTEST TIME. MAXIMUM FOOD SAFETY.
· Mist provides full interior coverage, including refrigeration unit & ducting
· 15 minute truck turn around time
· Metal safe cleaner
· Sanitizes in 4 minutes - up to a remarkable 5 log germ reduction!
· Dry Mist / No Added Water / No Mixing / No Rinsing
· 24 Hour residual protection
Not Just Better...Clearly BetterTMTM!
· Works in Fruit, Vegetable or Protein processing facilities
Not Just Better...Clearly Better !
· Safe for use in refrigerated or dry storage areas
800.325.9218
* Log Reduction stands for a 10-fold reduction in numbers of live bacteria.
A "5-log reduction" means lowering the number of microorganisms by 100,000-fold.

800.325.9218
InterconChemical.com
InterconChemical.com
ClearlyBetter.com
ClearlyBetter.com

